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CHAIRMAN’S FOREWORD

I
t is with great pleasure that I welcome you to the sixth edition of  
the Fifth Chukker Magazine and a ‘through the key hole’ snapshot 
of the ever-striding developments and events taking place around  
the world.

This issue is filled with interesting and high profile personalities, whose 
life stories and views are revealed through one-to-one interviews. In 
particular I should like to thank HH Sheikha Maitha bint Mohammed 
bin Rashid Al Maktoum whose love of sport, especially polo, is an 
inspiration to us all.

Every year the tournaments here at Fifth Chukker continue to elevate 
themselves with more teams from wider demographics participating and 
an ever-growing list of VIP guests in welcomed attendance. Great credit 
goes to Adamu Atta and his team of dedicated management and staff 
whose enthusiasm and drive are making what was once a dream, a reality. 

It was our pleasure to host the CEO of Guards Polo Club, Mr Neil 
Hobday at the recent African Patrons Cup Tournament here in Nigeria. 
I remain encouraged by his comments on the club’s standards and its 
deserved positioning on the international polo scene. With a close 
association with the British Royal Family, Guards is both well known  

and highly respected worldwide and Fifth Chukker looks forward  
to further collaborations with the club.

As we further our valued partnership with Access Bank and 
UNICEF, we look forward to the coming tournaments and the positive 
charitable contributions to which they drive. Through the various CSR 
programmes, our passion and drive to give Nigeria’s children their  
given right to education and a childhood free from fear, disease and 
uncertainty is expanding and consolidating. 

Please now take a moment to read through the magazine and  
discover our passion for polo and the ever-widening partnerships that  
we are forging.

I wish you all a great season and look forward to seeing you at  
Fifth Chukker!

AHMED DASUKI

Chairman of the Board of Trustees

BOARD MEMBERS
ADAMU ATTA, BABANGIDA HASSAN, UMARU ALIYU, AYO OLASHOJU, KASHIM BUKAR SHETTIMA

“...our passion and drive to give 
Nigeria’s children their given right 
to education and a childhood free 
from fear disease and uncertainty  
is expanding and consolidating.” 
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EDITOR’S WELCOME

W
elcome to the sixth edition of the 
Fifth Chukker magazine. It’s been a 
fantastic sixth months since our last 
edition and we have been traveling the 
world in order to keep up to date with 

the latest news and happenings in the polo world.
First, I would like to acknowledge and pay tribute to the 

late Carlos Garcia whose contribution to the worldwide polo 
community cannot be over stated. His charisma and ability 
was like no other and his legacy will not be forgotten.

Polo tends to attract great sportsmen and women and 
our cover story is no exception. HH Sheikha Maitha al 
Maktoum is already an Olympian in Taekwondo and she has 
now chosen to focus on her second passion – polo. It was 
a great pleasure to interview Maitha and to understand her 
impressive journey in the sport. Sheikha Maitha is not one 
to talk readily about her achievements and her unaffected 
personality makes her one of polo’s most respected role 
models and inspiration.

Dubai is one of the most fascinating countries in the 
world and is our featured destination this issue. Travelling 
through the country naturally brought me closer to one 
of Dubai’s leading families and the key drivers behind 
the impressive rise of polo in the region. Rashid and 
Mohammed Al Habtoor are both passionate about polo 
and since 2000 have been instrumental in raising the 
polo stakes in the country. Fifth Chukker Magazine looks 
forward to following the Al Habtoor brothers’ exciting new 
developments in the game into 2015. 

Back in Africa, I was able to gain a privileged insight into 
the life of Muhammad Babangida. The son of the former 
Nigerian President, General Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida, 
has without doubt emerged far beyond his father’s shadow  
to patron one of Nigeria’s most successful teams and forge  
an impressive business empire.

The international polo highlights reveal a spectacular  
year of high goal polo. Looking closer to home it’s been 
another fantastic 12 months for Adamu Atta’s Fifth Chukker 
team, who have been on an impressive winning streak 
starting with a victory at the African Patrons Cup and then 
the recent back to back wins at Lagos. It’s been a great start 
to the season, which is showing no sign of slowing down.

The expansion at Fifth Chukker Polo & Country Club 
continues apace, with the development team spearheaded 
by Francesco Fiorilla, working tirelessly to complete more 
luxury villas and focusing on high profile conferences  
and events to which the club’s wonderful environment  
lends itself. 

I give thanks to our brand partners and welcome  
new ones keen to become a part of the Fifth Chukker 
lifestyle and enjoy the special facilities and openings to  
hand. In the meantime relax, enjoy the polo and  
Fifth Chukker’s hospitality. 

ADAM TAYLOR
Editor-in-Chief

“HH Sheikha 
Maitha is 
not one to 
talk readily 
about her 
achievements 
and her 
unaffected 
personality 
makes 
her one of 
polo’s most 
respected role 
models and 
inspiration.”
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LAST SEASON AT FIFTH CHUKKER LAST SEASON AT FIFTH CHUKKER

Brought to you by sponsors Etisalat and ASO Savings and Loans,  
this year’s African Patrons Cup was played out to great anticipation  
and attracted an impressive VIP following coming to witness the  

high-octane polo performances.

Images by Sheyi Afolabi

THE

AFRICAN PATRONS 
CUP

P
layed across four days of high goal polo, team 
MRS, Etisalat Kangimi, Fifth Chukker and Keffi 
Ponys competed for the prestigious African Patrons 
Cup. The matches were fast and hard and played 
in front of a growing crowd of international VIP 

guests including the former Governor of Kaduna, Senator 
Ahmed Mohammed Makarfi, the CEO of Guards Polo  
Club (UK) Mr Neil Hobday, the Argentine Ambassador  
Mr Gustavo Dzugala, Fifth Chukker’s Chairman  
Alhaji Ahmed Dasuki and the ED of Etisalat Alhaji  
Ibrahim Dikko to name but a few. 

Following some close battles in the initial games and  
some magical play from Etisalat Kangimi’s Patron Babangida 
Hassan and Argentine professional Diego White (+7), it  
was team MRS and Fifth Chukker that made it to the  
Sunday final. 

The day commenced with a friendly game of Bike Polo, 
which saw Etisalat’s Alhaji Ibrahim Dikko take to the field 
and demonstrate Fifth Chukker’s growing drive not only 
to raise the game of polo in Nigeria, but to also increase its 

accessibility to the masses. However, the real excitement lay on 
the polo field itself. A thrilling performance from the  
Fifth Chukker captain, Bashir Bashir (+2) fired the team  
to a 3-1 lead at the early stages against Sayyu Dantata’s MRS 
team and the strength and determination of Adamu Atta (+2) 
and the team’s two Argentine professional’s Manuel Crespo 
(+7) and Lerin Zubiaurre (+7) made it impossible to come 
back from. 

The final result was a 13-6 win by Fifth Chukker who 
emerged the winners of the 2013 African Patrons Polo Cup. 

Consistent with Fifth Chukker’s year round CSR 
commitment, this years African Patrons Cup was in aid of 
Breast and Cervical Cancer Awareness. Miss Global Nigeria’s 
Project Manager and Chaperon, Ms. Faith Irabor, worked 
tirelessly to ensure that her impressive Queens Michelle Ijeh, 
Victoria Antai and Winifred Mavoro brought a glamorous 
touch to the serious message behind the tournament.   
Reflected by the significant funds that were raised during the 
tournament, Faith and her Queens demonstrated a level of 
enthusiasm, passion and commitment that was unsurpassed.

The Finalists: Adamu Atta’s Fifth Chukker team V’s Sayyu Dantata’s MRS team 
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LAST SEASON AT FIFTH CHUKKER LAST SEASON AT FIFTH CHUKKER

Mustapha Sherif ’s RTC swept to a 6-5 victory to lift the trophy.   
The tournament’s first week saw seven teams competing for the General Hassan 
Cup and a long list of VIP guests included the Nigerian Ambassador to China, 
Alhaji Aminu Wali and the President of Kaduna Polo Club, Alhaji Shehu Muazu 
attendance. The tournament was opened by Governor Mukhtar Ramalan Yero  
of Kaduna State.

Battling it out for the elegant silver trophy were last year’s champions Sub Riders 
who once again found themselves in a climaxing final, this time against team RTC. 
The competing teams of Huawie, DeeBee Farms, 24 International Resources, 
Caverton and Rubicon all delivered impressive polo, creating an atmosphere of 
mounting tension as the tournament progressed. 

There was a strong performance from Caverton brothers Bode and Rotimi 
Makanjuola, a welcome new team addition to the tournament, as well as Senator 
Hadi Sirika for team Rubicon. South African player Johan Du Plooy and Fifth 
Chukker’s Polo Captain Babangida Hassan battled hard for team RTC against 
Sayyu Dantata and Bashir Bashir for Sherif Shagaya’s team Sub Riders. In the end 
though, it was Mustapha Sherif ’s RTC team that swept to a 6-5 victory to lift the 
trophy on the podium.   

Argentine professional Diego White playing for RTC took home Most Valuable 
Player and a cash prize of $3,000.

The Teams and the Players:  

Fifth Chukker (+18)

• Adamu Atta (P) +2
• Bashir Bashir +2
• Manuel Crespo +7
• Lerin Zubiaurre +7

Keffi Ponys (+16)

• Hon Ahmed Wadada (P) 0
• Ibrahim Mohammed +3
• Marcelo Pascual +6
• Frankie Menendez +7

MRS (+18)

• Sayyu Dantata (P) +3
• Tom De Bruin +7
• Ceaser Pojero +4
• Diego O’Campo +4 

Etisalat Kangimi (+18)

• Babangida Hassan (P) +3
• Mohammed Bababgida +3
• Thomas Usher +5
• Diego White +7

General Hassan Cup

Team Fifth Chukker: Adamu Atta, Lerin Zubiaurre, Manuel Crespo and Bashir Dantata Team RTC: Babangida Hassan, Mustapha Sheriff, Diego White and Johan du Plooy 
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LAST SEASON AT FIFTH CHUKKERLAST SEASON AT FIFTH CHUKKER

1. Mukhtar Ramalan Yero 
(Governor of Kaduna State) |  
2. Tom de Bruin collecting his 
trophy | 3. Adam Taylor,  
Neil Hobday (CEO of Guards 
Polo Club), Malam Ahmed 
Dasuki, Gustavo Dzugala 
(Argentine Ambassador) and 
Dikko Ladan | 4. Sayyu Dantata 
collecting his trophy | 5. Team 
RTC | 6. Bode Makanjuola’s, 
Team Caverton | 7. Team Sub-
Riders | 8. Team Etisalat Kangimi 
| 9. Team MRS | 10. Adamu Atta 
and Sayyu Dantata | 11. Tom de 
Bruin, Sayyu Dantata and  
Hon.Wadada | 12. Ibrahim 
Dikko (Etisalat Director) playing 
bike polo | 13. A ‘ride-off ’ 
between Babangida Hassan and 
Sayyu Dantata
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LAST SEASON AT FIFTH CHUKKER
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14. Sayyu Dantata with Adam Taylor | 15. Ibrahim Dikko with Ms.Hajiya Fatima | 16. Amanda Rice |  
17. Barbara Zingg with Neil Hobday and Ahmed Dasuki | 18. ASO Saving’s & Loans with the Miss Global Nigeria Queens |  
19. Faisal Aziz with Risqua Murtala Muhammed | 20. Adamu Atta with Neil Hobday | 21. Sheyi Afolabi, Adam Taylor and 
Adamu Atta | 22. Neil Hobday (CEO of Guards Polo Club) and Gustavo Dzugala (Argentine Ambassador) |  
23. Miss Global Nigeria Queens | 24. Maurice Ekpenyong and Ibrahim Dikko | 25. Rotimi Makanjuola |  
26. Alhaji Aminu Balele Kurfi (alias Dan-Arewa)
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POLO PEOPLE

Miss Global Nigeria Queens, Michelle Ijeh, Victoria Antai and Winifred Mavoro The models of the Sunny Rose Fashion Show
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CARLOS GRACIDA

The late Carlos Gracida, indisputably one of the best polo players ever known, was a highly  
decorated member of a Mexican polo dynasty; Yasemen Kaner-White pays tribute to him.

C
arlos, who started playing polo at the tender age of 5, 
played his first tournament at 10 and went on to become 
a 10 goal player by the age of only 25. He maintained 
this handicap for 15 years, riding on to capture the most 
prestigious polo trophies around the world. 

He won more tournaments than any other player in the history of 
polo. The only player to win polo’s Grand Slam, the US Open, British 
Open and Argentine Open in a calendar year. Carlos achieved these 
triumphs three times, in 1988, 1989 and 1994. He was named Player 
of the Year five different times and Argentina’s revered Olimpia de Plata 
– the award for the most valuable polo player in the country, the only 
non-Argentine to ever win this coveted award. He was inducted into  
the Polo Hall of Fame in 2012. 

Carlos lived in Wellington for twenty-five years, and played at the 
International Polo Club since it opened. John Wash, President of the IPC 
said of Carlos, “his passion for the sport is unrivaled and he will be greatly 
missed, Gracida was one of the sports most respected and beloved players 
and his legend will live on.” 

Carlos was playing for Santa Clara in the International Polo Club’s 
Freebooters Classic 14-goal Tournament at the Everglades Polo Club 
when he fell from his horse and suffered massive facial and chest trauma 
after his horse stumbled, launching him to the ground. It is thought that 
the horse’s head knocked him unconscious before he ever hit the ground. 
The horse then fell on him and damaged him again when attempting to 
get up. He was airlifted to the Delray Medical Center where efforts made 
to revive him failed. His brother Guillermo, known as Memo, stated, 
“friends and family surrounded him at the Delray Medical Center in his 
final hours.”

A product of 4 polo generations enabled him a fervent understanding 
of the game’s history and traditions, Carlos aimed to represent worldwide 
what authentic polo really is. His father Guillermo – a nine goaler for 
most of his career, at the age of 65, was still a five goaler. It was enough  
to inspire Carlos and his equally esteemed brother Guillermo, to excel  
at the sport. Carlos, speaking to Polo+10 magazine, once said of his 
brother, “being the younger brother, as a kid I always wanted to beat  
him, even in practice games, but as we have gotten older that has calmed 
down and we have a really great relationship.” The sons of both brothers, 
who are also polo players, continue the family tradition.

Through his company, Gracida International, his expertise was 
requested on a number of polo-related ventures around the world 
ranging from endorsements of equestrian products to polo exhibitions, 
to assistance in polo and equestrian developments. Carlos participated 
in scores of fund-raising projects and benefits, whilst continuing to be a 
role model for aspiring young athletes around the world. “He was always 
ready to pay compliments to the young up and coming Englishmen 
and help them improve,” said Rob Cudmore, who worked with him 
in England. “Playing chukkas or matches with him was such a pleasure 
as although he was 10 goals he still made you feel like you were an 
important part of the team.”

Jamie Le Hardy, had the privilege to play with Carlos Gracida for 3 
seasons during which they won the Gold Cup, the Prince Philip Cup 
on International Day and reached the final of the Queen’s Cup. He says 
of Carlos, “he was a wonderful horseman who knew how to play and 
train thoroughbreds. He installed some simple playing philosophies that 
I have always adhered too. He fine-tuned my riding and installed some 
techniques in hitting shots that I will always remember and coach.”  

 Carlos 
Gracida 

 A TRIBUTE
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CARLOS GRACIDA CARLOS GRACIDA

Jamie has the enviable insight into what it was like to play in the same 
team as the great polo maestro, “he was tough on team selection and 
you were never 100% sure you would be playing, which made you train 
hard to stay on form but I was extremely proud when he felt I was good 
enough to play No 2 in the high goal. He used to say you’re not playing 
well until the oppositions No 3 is shouting at you. ‘Man first, ball second’ 
was the rule on his teams and that simple bit of Gracida advice will 
improve any player.” 

Carlos touched both those who played with him and against.  
Jura S. Santos, who used to frequently play chukkas with him, said one 
of his big regrets is not agreeing to work for him in Florida, particularly 
as he was asked at a time when he was still young in polo and could have 
gained much knowledge, “whether you played with or against him, you 
always learnt something,” he said. Johnny Lynn, founder of the polo 
brand Polistas recalls Carlos being the first high goaler he played against, 
at Dallas Burston’s 10 years ago. “He was such a gentleman, with no  
airs or graces.” 

Glen Gilmore, the Guards Polo Manager saw Carlos as his mentor, “It 
was inevitable that our paths would cross and I was lucky enough to play 
both with and against Carlos in games and practices in Florida, Australia 

and the UK. He was so professional. Carlos was always willing to give 
information and tips to young pros and patrons. He was an incredible 
horseman and compiled very good strings of horses in each country he 
played in. It seems surreal that Carlos is not here. I hope he is playing 
polo where he is.”

As well as playing, Carlos, rumoured to be the Queen’s favourite polo 
player, was a highly sought after coach. He was incredibly popular on  
the English polo scene and his pupils including Prince Charles along  
with his sons William and Harry. Carlos once said of the royal brothers, 
“My experience with the royal family was really something very special 
because they are true Princes.” He also tutored King Constantine II 
of Greece, Prince Talal of Jordan and Sylvester Stallone. Carlos had 
visions of broadcasting polo on TV, seeing it as a device of developing 
the sport and wanted lessons introduced more frequently as part of 
school syllabuses. For many, Carlos encapsulated all that represents a 
stereotypical distinguished polo player; handsome and risk-taking, he 
lived a high-flying life on the game’s global circuit. Although frequently 
rubbing shoulders with the elite, it is clear he desperately wanted to 
broaden the accessibility of the sport by breaking down the barriers, 
attempting to take the pomp out of polo.

Carlos Gracida: polo player and coach, born in Mexico City 5th September 1960,  
two sons; Carlos Jr and Mariano, died in Wellington – Florida on 25th February 2014.

“...rumoured to be the 
Queen’s favourite polo 
player... whose pupils 
included Prince Charles 
and his sons William  
and Harry.” 



The Atlantic Polo Team – surviving and then winning No.1 Ocean Endurance Race 

The Atlantic Polo Team have rowed 3000 miles unaided in just  
a 7 meter by 2 meter rowing boat
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THE ATLANTIC POLO TEAM

POLO PLAYERS
to 

OCEAN ROWERS
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THE ATLANTIC POLO TEAM

I
f there was one way of putting polo on the map, then that would 
be rowing 3000 miles unaided across the Atlantic Ocean. Followed 
by national press and profiled across The Sunday Times, BBC and 
Daily Mail to name but a few titles, these intrepid four are also 
about to land our on TV screens as the stars of the documentary 

about their gruelling adventure. 
The Atlantic Polo Team is made up of former Captain of the England 

Polo Team Henry Brett – also the only English player of his generation to 
reach a handicap of 8 goals. Joining Henry are professional polo players 
Viscount Melville (or to his friends Bobby Dundas) and James Glasson 
and completing the team, amateur polo player Fergus Scholes. The team, 
Captained by Bobby Dundas, were more accustomed to travelling  
around the world playing polo than rowing in pairs – 2 hours on and 2 
hours off for an entire 48 days. Just ten day’s into the row Bobby was able 
to send a message back to family and friends saying:

“We could write a million words to describe what has happened in 
the short time at sea so far. Everyone is suffering sea sickness, blisters and 
general freak outs. We don’t stop rowing and it is laborious to say the least 
as we basically row, sleep, row, sleep . But we unite and lift each other and 
think this will be our primary reason for finishing this. We have already 
been stuck in the airtight cabin for three days, seen a shark, faced storms 
and even had a man overboard who was thankfully tied to the boat by  
his safety line cable else the currents would have taken him“.

It was set to be a sporting challenge that put them to their biggest test 
but 48 days and 7 minutes later the Atlantic Polo Team set foot back  
on land having won their class and were the 2nd boat out of 16 to  
finish the race. 

On December 4th 16 crews of fours, pairs and single amateur rowers 
set off on from La Gomera to take part in the Talisker Whisky Atlantic 
Challenge – the No.1 Ocean Endurance Event. The Talisker Whisky 

Atlantic Challenge only takes place every two years where more people 
have been into space, or climbed Everest than they have rowed the 
Atlantic. The race is also unaided proving disqualification for a team if 
they need outside support.

 In the first two weeks of this endurance race, three crews had already 
been rescued and air lifted to safety with a fourth retiring within days. In 
the meantime, The Atlantic Polo Team had rowed into the worse weather 
at sea in 100 years and were locked in their tiny cabin for 70 hours 
enduring a storm that not even the most experienced of sailors could of 
prepared for. 

As their boat Tiny Dancer got thrown around by 30 foot waves and 
confused seas, unable to row they drifted back to where they had started 
and were in 11th position looking set to be defeated by the Ocean. Avid 
‘dot watchers’ were glued to the boat’s beacon tracker for the four hourly 
online position updates and were sat on the edge of their seats as The 
Atlantic Polo Team picked up their oars and took to battle. During the 

course of the last 30 day’s the team rowed themselves into 2nd position 
despite having rowed over 100 miles more than any other team and also 
won a closely fought battle of their own against Row 2 Recovery – who 
were at times just 5 miles behind them for the duration of the second  
half of the race. 

ABOUT HENRY BRETT

Henry (38) is the only English player of his generation to have reached 
a handicap of 8 goals in the UK. He has played for his country for over 
a decade and won every major tournament in England and overseas. 
Henry comes from Oxford and runs a young horse programme as well as 
continues to play professionally around the world. 

High point: “Taking a break at midday when we were exactly 1048 NM 
from La Gomera and 1048 NM from Antigua and going swimming for 
the first time. I said to the guys this is what it’s all about. The water was 
really warm and we were finally able to have a proper wash. We also took 
photos underwater and enjoyed the break from the monotony of rowing 
non-stop for the first time.”

Low point: “Being in the bow cabin three straight days and nights during 
the storm with no appetite, sea sickness and claustrophobia. This made 
for a tough period in an alien environment and with conditions you can 
never prepare for.” 

ABOUT BOBBY DUNDAS (VISCOUNT MELVILLE)

Bobby (29) is the Captain of the four man Atlantic Polo Team boat, 
based in Gloucestershire Bobby has played for England in the European 
Championships in Rome, the World Cup in Mexico, and England 
tours to Pakistan and Zimbabwe. His charity work started in Argentina 
by volunteering at an orphanage which he continues to visit regularly. 
In 2012 Bobby set up ‘Monty’s Polo for Justice‘ to help raise funds for 
Alexander Monson who fell victim to police brutality in Kenya. 

High point: “The second or third night when the waves were going in  
the right direction there was a full moon and the moon was situated 
directly behind the boat as though lighting the path we had just tread. 
The waves were too big for foot steering so we decided to stand up and 
hand steer. Henry and I both agreed it was a magical moment as we 
guided Tiny Dancer.” 
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Low point: “Going backwards on para anchor and seeing all of our hard 
rowing undone while being holed up in the aft cabin. Also being second 
to row 2 recovery – which we changed!” 

ABOUT JAMES GLASSON

James (40) is a professional polo player and Business Director based in 
Sussex. James is the adventurer of the team and an avid sailor having 
already sailed across the Atlantic in 2011, climbed numerous Mountains 
and also reached the summit of Aconcagua – the highest mountain in 
the America’s. James is ready for a new challenge and to show off his 
navigation skills. He has played around the world in high goal polo and 
for England. 

High point: “Surfing down a 50ft monster of a wave (completely out of 
control) on what we reckon to be with 15 – 17 knots in speed. Ferg in 
front of me and half way down fell on to my lap with the force and angle 
of the boat. As the boat tailed off at the bottom of the wave we were 
grateful we were tied on!”

Low point: “No more than three days after surfing the monster wave 
Bobby and I were paired and he was foot steering and an irregular  

wave or what we called sidewinder came over the top of the boat  
sending me flying overboard with Bobby nearly being strangled in  
the process. After I regained my composure and pulled myself back up  
I just remember that the water was really warm – again I was happy  
to be tied on!” 

ABOUT FERGUS SCHOLES 

Fergus Scholes (31) is an amateur polo player and former stockbroker. 
Fergus held the title of National School’s Champion, rowing at Henley 
for three years and was the Schools’ Head of River Race champion 
amongst other achievements and is looking forward to picking up the 
oars again for this coveted challenge.

High point: “The 3 hour night row on New Year’s Eve with Henry. 
We had perfect conditions, what we call our ‘go hard’ play list on and 
thoughts of loved one on our minds.”

Low point: “3 weeks into the trip, a very hot day and opening  
the smaller ocean facing hatch of the aft cabin at the back. A wave  
then came sweeping through soaking everything we had managed to  
keep dry.”

Fifth Chukker Polo & Country Club is joined by many in polo in congratulating the team on their success and huge achievement.
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Muhammad Babangida  

Characterised by his enormous energy and enthusiasm, Muhammad Babangida  
is the son of the former Nigerian President, General Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida.  

As a hard-driving businessman and avid polo player, Muhammad is dedicated to positive 
results and motivated by a commitment to his family and philanthropic activities. 

Here, Adam Taylor gains an exclusive 
insight into his family life, his core values 
and his rise in the game of polo...

Q. Could you please tell us about your childhood and upbringing?
I was born in Kaduna, Northern Nigeria and grew up in Lagos where  
my father was working from the early 80s through to the early 90s.  
I undertook most of my primary school education in Lagos before 
travelling to Switzerland for my secondary school where I spent about  
7 years. I then spent another 3 years studying for my first degree and  
then wrapped it up with a Masters before I came back in 1994 and 
continued with my NYC from there. Thereafter, I set up my own  
business and have been doing that ever since.

Q. How was life growing up as the President of Nigeria’s son?
My mother made sure that we did not have too much focus on being the 
‘kids of the President’ and she tried as much as possible to de-emphasise 
that from our lives. Mum really grounded us, giving us a great perspective 
to life and how it should be handled and approached. Having a father  
who at that time was the President of the country was not a focus to us 
and we did not play that role. It was all about discipline and academics.

Q. Can you please tell us a little more about your late mother 
Maryam and her contribution to Nigeria?
My mother was very passionate about the African woman. She felt  
that women needed a voice and she eventually created a platform for  
this, the ‘Better Life Programme’. This programme become known  
both nationally and internationally and gave women the opportunity  
to empower themselves, through education or skills acquisition. 

She also believed strongly in child education and that it is the key  
to unlock the future. From this passion three schools from nursery all  
the way to secondary were founded, one in Abuja and two in Mina. 

Since she passed, I have been entrusted with the responsibility of 
continuing her legacy in education while my sister has taken on the  
‘Better Life’ project. 

For us it is important that we continue with her passion and ensure  
even after her demise that these legacies continue. .

Q. What is your relationship with your father?
My relationship with my father is both strong and beneficial.  
Clearly now he has more time, which is very good for us as we can  
tap into the wealth of experience that he has gathered from his military 
career and his eight year stay in the Presidency. 

He is our inspiration and resource, so getting to spend more time  
with him now is enriching our lives.

Q. As patron of what is arguably Nigeria’s most successful polo team, 
can you tell us what first brought you into the sport and how your 
El-Amin Polo team has grown over the years?
Initially, it was out of the desire to play. I always loved horses and my late 
uncle Senator Idris Ibrahim would take us out with his kids to the polo 
club. We would sit on the sidelines imaging ourselves on horses  
one day and playing polo.

I was also influenced by the late Usman Dantata who was close to  
my father and who would engage us in bringing horses out to the house or 
taking us to his farm. To me, that was a great inspiration – I realised  
I loved horses and riding and that next time I would love to be on the polo 
field. In 1991, I had the opportunity to have coaching sessions during the 
holiday period with the late Rex Raccah, (a prominent polo player at that 

time). Then eventually we had our opportunity through Sani Dangote 
who took me under his wing and started fielding me in his team. 

In 1995, I finished school and formed the team El-Amin with a clear 
focus and vision to be the best team in Nigeria by bringing together the 
most talented players and the best horses. I knew it would take time and 
some readjustments, but in the end we got it right and have been winning 
tournaments ever since. The journey hasn’t been absolutely smooth but 
now when you look back on it, it has been really worth it. 

Q. Outside of Nigeria, where else have you played polo?
I have played the Gold Cup in Dubai, with friends in Deauville in France, 
practice chukka’s at Ham Polo Club in the UK and in 2011 we went for 
qualifiers in Malaysia for the Nigerian team.

“My mother was very passionate 
about the African woman. She felt 
that women needed a voice and she 
eventually created a platform for 
this, the ‘Better Life Programme’.” 

Competing with Fifth Chukker Polo Captain Babangida Hassan, Fifth Chukker Polo Club
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Q. Where do you plan to play polo more in the future?
For me the focus now is on Dubai and in bringing more Nigerian polo 
to the region. We have been able to open up that frontier and been 
fortunate enough to gather some great contacts over there. Playing in 
Dubai was a great outing and I think they were surprised how advanced 
polo is in Nigeria.

Q. What has been your most memorable polo match and why? 
My first most memorable match was in 1999 where after years of  
struggle El-Amin won the Georgian Cup for the first time.

Then it was the last Kaduna tournament in November 2013  
because we had never come up with such a huge challenge until that 
point, and in coming from a handicap difference of 4 goals we were  
able to win the game 10-8. That was really the climax of my career  
in polo so far.

Q. How do you see the future for the game of polo in Nigeria?
I see the future basically in the Fifth Chukker format that  
Adamu Atta has pioneered. It is a huge investment, but it’s  
critical for the development of the game. Private farms are  
beginning to spring up a lot and that creates an opportunity for 
international competitions.

In this respect, polo in Nigeria has a very bright future, but I am 
not really sure what is happening with the umbrella body and these 
uncertainties may take the shine off polo in Nigeria for a while. 

As a result the growth of polo in Nigeria will be driven increasingly  
by private interests and private farms who are able to attract  
international players to Nigeria, while at the same time promoting 
Nigerian polo internationally.

Adamu Atta has been hugely successful in doing this, playing with  
all sorts of people all over the world and bringing Nigerian polo to those 
countries and key social circles. We are also doing that in Dubai and that 
is the direction to go.

Q. As a leading Nigerian business figure, can you tell us a  
little more about Muhammad the businessman?
One is in the area of education. Right now I have the responsibility  
of managing and supervising three schools where we have about  
2,000 kids. We are also trying to create the El-Amin University  
which we have started and gone through all the processes with the 
regulatory body.

The second is my oil & gas project which I have been involved in  
since 1999. This is something that is very dear to me as I have spent a  
lot of time and dedicated a lot of money to it, and so I hope that by  
the time we start producing the dynamics of my business interests  
will change. 

So, oil & gas, education and of course we do some trading in 
commodities and stocks which is also a key area for us. 

Q. How do you see the current state of Nigeria?
Nigeria will constantly be in a state of evolution – it’s quite difficult  
to say that yes, based on all the corruption issues Nigeria should be 
written off. So, I think it’s up to Nigerians to be committed to the 
cause of Nigeria first and foremost. Perhaps we should also increase the 
penalties on any form of corruption, making the stakes higher in order  
to discourage people. 

Whilst we are doing that, we need to try and be selfless as leaders.  
The affluence around us we should try and de-emphasise so that people 
do not aspire to go into positions of leadership for the wrong reasons. 
There should be more focus on Nigeria’s development as a country and 
less on all of those other factors that seem to be the major attraction for 
people to fight for political office.

Q. What advise would you give companies and entrepreneurs 
looking to do business in Nigeria?
It is most important to have the right partner and that takes a lot of time 
to do the required due diligence and to make sure that they are the right 

fit for whatever it is you are trying to do. Then, and as much as possible, 
get the backing of your home country, because the diplomatic angle also 
tends to help as well. So, in short get the right local partner and get the 
backing of your embassy.

Q. Do you plan on following in your father’s footsteps and entering 
into the Nigerian political sphere? 
I am toying around with the idea but I am not 100% sure what it will 
lead to as of yet. As a family, we would like to create our own dynasty and 
continue the legacy and political adventure that my father embarked on. 
One of his children will follow that track and if it happens to be me, then 
fine and good. 

Q. Who is your biggest inspiration? 
In life, it has to be my father, no doubt about that. He has gone through 
quite a lot and was able to manage it well. It takes a lot of patience, 
perseverance and belief in God to stay strong during the worse cases of 
adversity you can imagine. I am learning a lot from him 
In polo, our inspirational hero has to be Cambiaso and we are fortunate 
that now it is no longer a matter of only watching him on TV or reading 
about him in the media. Adamu has played with him a number of times 
and I hope we will get the opportunity to play with him soon as well.
In business I would always say its Alhaji Falalu Bello. He has always been 
my corporate mentor, so to speak, and he has helped me through quite  
a bit in the business world.

Q. What do you consider your biggest achievement?
My polo team El-Amin has had great successes, but winning the 
Georgian Cup (the most prized cup in the Nigerian Polo Federation), for 
a record 10 times has to be the biggest achievement. We have also been 
the most consistent team, fielding the same players for the last 17 years. 

Outside of polo, I have always wanted to make an impact on the lives 
of others and through my El-Amin Foundation, I have been gradually 

doing that. Currently, I have about two hundred kids on scholarship, 
putting them through the full schooling system. 

Driven by a passion of touching life through sports, I have also 
sponsored a number of kids to go through sport camps in order to 
develop their skills, so that one day perhaps they will be picked to play  
for Nigeria or for other clubs internationally. 

So, my biggest achievement here has been the ability to make a  
positive change to the lives of those who are less fortunate than myself. 

Q. What key values do you live by?
I would say there are three main ones. One, strong faith in God, two is 
discipline, as you have to be very disciplined to survive anything in life 
and then three is to be respectful.

If you put these all together, they form part of an ingredient to make 
you successful.

Q. If you have one, what is your biggest regret? 
It would be losing my mum in 2009 from cancer. I regret not having her 
around because I don’t think I was prepared to face life so much without 
her as she was ever present in all aspects of my life. 

On one hand that is a regret, but on the other hand it strengthens you. 
When your support system, your rock, is no longer there you just have  
to stand on your own two feet. 

Q. What is the best piece of advice you have been given?
From my father, he has always said that ‘no matter what, be patient’  
and that seems to have paid off well.

Q. If you could change one thing about Nigeria, what would it be?
I would change our sense of patriotism, as we are not quite there yet.  
As I mentioned earlier, there are many factors contributing to that but 
it starts from within and so as a nation, we need to make that mental 
adjustment first.

Muhammad lifting the Georgian Cup for a record 10th time, Kaduna Polo Club 2013 Team El-Amin, Kaduna Polo Club
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B
rixton in South London is renowned for its cultural vibrancy 
and diversity. It’s a place of bristling energy; a melting pot of 
cultural influence with a truly global population. Its lively 
street markets, lined with colourful vegetables and exotic 
cuisine reflect its rich multicultural heritage. This unique 

district even boasts its own currency, the Brixton Pound, launched in 
2009 to stimulate local commerce. 

Amidst all this vitality, it might be easy to overlook the reality of daily 
life for many of Brixton’s inhabitants; the area is beset by exceptionally 
high levels of deprivation, crime and unemployment. In the heart of 
this concrete jungle sits Ebony Horse Club, an exceptional community 
riding centre. The stable is putting Brixton on the Horse-riding world 
map, providing opportunities for young people to gain new experiences 
outside the box of negative stereotypes and to benefit from the powerful, 
life-changing influence that contact with horses can bring. 

Ros Spearing, MBE, founder of Ebony Horse Club, was born and 
raised in London. She was a passionate horse-rider and knew the benefits 

that horses could bring. Ros, living in Brixton and working with young 
people, was acutely aware of the challenges facing children growing up 
in the area. In 1996 Ros Spearing, MBE stood on the corner of her 
estate – the Moorlands Estate in Brixton. The estate is one of the most 
deprived in the UK. Ros was waiting for five young people to take them 
via bus, train and foot to their first ever riding lesson. Having grown up 
in the heart of inner city London, the children had never seen or touched 
a horse. The experience was an overwhelming success and the children 
returned home excitedly anticipating their next lesson. One or two riding 
lessons per school term became several, as over time Ros managed to raise 
the funds needed to give more children the opportunity. Ebony Horse 
Club was born.

Eighteen years later, the project has continued to grow, and currently 
provides riding lessons to over 128 young people every week, including 
school groups and individuals from the community. Ebony Horse Club is 
proud to have its own riding centre, sandwiched between high-rise tower 
blocks and a busy railway line in Wyck Gardens, a recreation park in 

A community riding centre in Brixton, South London,  
improving the education and aspirations of young people through horses.

Unwavering Commitment

Saturday, May 03, 2014 4:14:57 PM
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at college. Sheneka Reid, 17, is in her second year at 
Plumpton College. She was brought up by her mother 
and lived in a small flat on a noisy estate with her twin 
sister, brother and little sister. When Sheneka was eight 
she had her first horse-riding lesson. From then on she 
was determined to work with horses and jumped at every 
opportunity that Ebony offered. Sheneka was awarded 
top rider in her year at college. She says Ebony were the 
difference in making her dreams a reality, helping to 
pay for her studies, giving her the opportunity to meet 
inspirational top riders and the confidence to talk to 
people, apply for college and successfully interview. 

Sheneka is just one of many young people who benefit 
from this innovative and effective club situated in inner 
London. With the invaluable help of their funders,  
Ros and her team continue to instil genuine change  
and improve the education and aspirations of 
underprivileged young people through horses every 
day. A unique stable in a unique part of the world, 
Ebony Horse club is a beacon of progress and positive 
engagement within the community.

“As the proud President of Ebony Horse Club, 
I am hugely impressed by its work with young 
people in one of London’s most deprived inner 

city areas. Learning to ride takes a lot of courage, 
patience and determination and it allows children 

to discover inner strengths they never knew they 
had and, even more importantly, improves their 
self-confidence. I hope many more children will 
have the chance to learn to ride with the help of 

everyone at Ebony Horse Club.”

HRH The Duchess of Cornwall

EBONY HORSE CLUB

Brixton. The centre incorporates Stabling for nine horses, a 
floodlit ménage for riding, turn out paddock and classroom 
facilities for horse care classes and mentoring. Ebony has 
transformed the park, once used for drug-deals and gang 
activity into a bustling, welcoming place. 

The club works with children and young people from 
the ages of 8 – 25 years old. Many of these young people 
face complex challenges and risks in their life such as 
bereavement, drug and alcohol addiction, youth crime, 
teenage pregnancy, special educational needs and growing 
up in poverty. The young people learn not only how to 
ride but everything involved in horse-care, helping on the 
yard, mucking out the stables, preparing their horses for 
riding and making up their feeds and hay nets. Through 
their experience at Ebony Horse Club they develop key 
life skills, such as teamwork, time keeping and attendance, 
commitment to improvement and exam preparation. Some 
of them may find their first lesson a daunting experience, 
but they always leave with a smile on their face. Over 
the weeks, months and years, they conquer important 
milestones – the rising trot, learning to canter, their first 
jump and gallop in the countryside. 

In the summers of 2012 and 2013, thanks to the 
generous sponsorship of Norton Rose Fullbright, a group 
of young Ebony riders visited Ash Farm for their first 
experience of playing Polo. A Polo player from Norton Rose 
was impressed by what she saw, commenting that she had 
never seen anyone pick up the basics as quickly as one of the 
young Ebony riders. The session was a resounding success 
and the young people involved described the experience as 
‘inspirational’. Ebony has built links internationally: Work 
To Ride, a project based in Philadelphia, and home to the 
first African-American Polo team, has visited Ebony Horse 
Club for several years en-route to the Access Bank Charity 
Shield Tournament playing for the UNICEF Cup in 
Nigeria. The team meet and have lunch with Ebony riders, 
sharing their different experiences and riding stories. As a 
result of this partnership, Work to Ride have linked Ebony 
Horse Club with an experienced Polo instructor, who 
with Ebony’s own horses, mallets & balls is giving a new 
generation of Ebony Horse Club members their first taste 
of the game. 

As well as Polo, Ebony Horse Club provides young 
people with a whole range of exciting life experiences, 
including trekking through the Welsh mountains, visiting 
the British Racing School and participating in London 
shows. In October 2013 a Royal visit from Her Majesty the 
Queen and Her Royal Highness the Duchess of Cornwall 
(president of Ebony Horse Club) gave the children the 
opportunity to ride in a display that incorporated Polo, 
dressage and jumping. One young person said ‘I truly felt 
proud to be a part of Ebony, to see how far we’ve all come’.

Ebony Horse Club provides a break for children and 
young people from some of the difficult challenges they face 
at home, in school and in the neighbourhood. It gives them 
a positive, productive past time, which for many becomes 
much more than just a hobby. The club supports young 
people who want to pursue horse and animal care at College 
and embark on other horse and animal related careers. 
Two young people are currently working on eventing and 
racing yards, and three are currently studying Horse Care 
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SIMBA
~ Land Rover and The Born Free Foundation team up to 

help Simba the rescued Lion go home to Malawi ~

HELPING

The Born Free Foundation is a dynamic international 
wildlife charity, devoted to compassionate conservation and 
animal welfare. Born Free takes action worldwide to protect 
threatened species and stop individual animal suffering. Born 
Free believes wildlife belongs in the wild and works to phase 
out zoos. We rescue animals from lives of misery in tiny cages 
and give them lifetime care.

Born Free protects lions, elephants, tigers, gorillas, wolves, 
polar bears, dolphins, marine turtles and many more species 
in their natural habitat, working with local communities to help 
people and wildlife live together without conflict. Our high-
profile campaigns change public attitudes, persuade decision-
makers and get results. Every year, Born Free helps hundreds 
of thousands of animals worldwide. For more information 
about Born Free please visit: www.bornfree.org.uk

About Natuurhulpcentrum
The Natuurhulpcentrum Opglabbeek (Wildlife Rescue) is a 
centre for the rescue and rehabilitation of sick or injured wild 
animals. Over the years, the Natuurhulpcentrum has become 
increasingly involved in temporarily hosting exotic animals 
coming from all over Europe, that were either seized by police 
or abandoned by their keepers. 

The Natuurhulpcentrum Opglabbeek (Wildlife Rescue) aims 
for all wild animals that it cares for to be released back into the 
wild. With regard to exotic animals, the Natuurhulpcentrum 
Opglabbeek will, most often in co-operation with other 
organisations, seek to re-home the animal in a facility that can 
offer life-long care in a setting best adapted to that animal.

Visit: www.natuurhulpcentrum.be

About Lilongwe Wildlife Center 
A wildlife rescue, conservation and education centre in 
Malawi, which aims to provide sanctuary for rescued, 
orphaned and injured wild animals, and promotes 
conservation by working together with local communities 
through education and community outreach

Visit: www.lilongwewildlife.org
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W
hitley, UK: An epic 
journey to return a 
mistreated lion from 
Europe to Africa has 
begun, with Land Rover 

Experience and The Born Free Foundation at 
the heart of the rescue mission.

The Lion named Simba, has been loaded into 
a wildlife crate approved by the International 
Air Transport Association (IATA), and driven 
from his temporary home in Belgium bound 
for Amsterdam’s Schiphol airport. Providing all 
the support and towing capability is a six-strong 
convoy of Land Rover Discovery vehicles and an 
expert team from Land Rover Experience.

The ambitious journey is being carried out by 
the Born Free Foundation, Land Rover’s primary 
global conservation partner. The partnership 
began in 2002, but the origins of the association 
date back to 1966 when Land Rovers featured 
in the classic wildlife film Born Free, starring the 
Foundation’s founders, Virginia McKenna and 
Bill Travers. Their requirement was then as it is 
now – vehicles with outstanding capacity and all 
terrain capability to reach wildlife in the most 
remote locations.

Mark Cameron, Jaguar Land Rover Global 
Brand Experience Director, said: “During the 
past decade Land Rover has enjoyed a successful 
and rewarding partnership with the Born Free 
Foundation. I am therefore delighted that our 
Land Rover Experience team has been able to 
help with the safe relocation of Simba from 
Belgium to Malawi.”

He added: “Born Free has worked tirelessly 
to ensure Simba enjoys the rest of his life in 
his new home. I am very proud that through 
the towing capability of our vehicles and the 
experience of our Land Rover Experience drive 
team, we can help this become a reality.”

Simba’s 4,900-mile journey south will take 
him to the Born Free Foundation-supported 
Lilongwe Wildlife Centre in Malawi. It will 
mark the final chapter in a heart-breaking story 
of animal cruelty. 

Simba was just six months old when he 
entered the Parc Zoologique du Bouy in France, 
and only two months later was then acquired by 
an animal trainer in Vernay. His home became a 
‘beast wagon’ – nothing more than a lorry trailer 
– and the occasional use of a small outside run.

Fate stepped in when French authorities 
ordered Simba to be handed over. At the end  
of 2012, thanks to a concerted effort by 
Fondation 30 Millions d’Amis, a French non-
governmental organisation, temporary shelter 
was found at the Natuurhulpcentrum,  
a Belgium wildlife rescue centre.

On arrival at Schiphol, Simba will be taken 
to the animal quarantine centre before boarding 
a Kenya Airways 767 aircraft to Nairobi. There 

~ A six-strong convoy of Land Rover Discovery vehicles  
and Land Rover Experience experts enable the safe 

transfer of Simba to his new home ~

~ The journey started in a temporary home in Belgium and ended in the  
Born Free-supported Lilongwe Wildlife Centre in Malawi where  

Simba will spend the rest of his days ~

Simba will be met by Virginia McKenna OBE, who will  
join the team on its drive into Malawi. The Born Free 
Foundation’s Land Rover vehicles will be on hand to tow  
Simba to his new home.

Virginia said, “It is about one animal, one individual, but 
all of them matter and Simba, having initially been taken in 
by a Belgian Rescue centre from an animal trainer in France, is 
now to begin his final journey to Africa, his rightful homeland. 
The public’s generous response to his situation has been quite 
amazing. Indeed, people are increasingly aware of how wild 
animals can be exploited and can suffer, and perhaps long to  
be a part of a caring and positive story.”

Virginia concluded, “I am very grateful to Land Rover for its 
support and fortunate, to be accompanying Simba to his new 
home in Malawi, where I know he will be beautifully cared 
for, living the rest of his life in a natural bush enclosure – a 
stark contrast to the circus wagon and barren “exercise” pen 
in France. And perhaps, eventually, he will be introduced to 
beautiful Bella, the one-eyed lioness we brought there 5 years 
ago. That would be a happy ending!”
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HH SHEIKHA MAITHA 
bin Rashid Al Maktoum 

HH Sheikha Maitha bin Rashid Al Maktoum talks exclusively  
to the Fifth Chukker Magazine By Adam Taylor  
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H
H Sheikha Maitha bin  
Rashid Al Maktoum is the 
daughter of HH Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Rashid  
Al Maktoum, UAE Vice 

President and Prime Minister and ruler of 
Dubai. At the 2008 Beijing Olympics,  
Sheikha Maitha represented the UAE at the 
Olympic Games in taekwondo and became the 
first female flag-bearer at the Olympics from 
the Gulf region. Now, in 2014 Sheikha Maitha 
is the Patron of the UAE Polo Team and is 
playing high goal polo across the globe. 

Q. How did it feel to compete at the  
2008 Beijing Olympics?
Sheikha Maitha: Truly, it was something else. 
At the time you just don’t actually register, you 
just go through the motions and then years 
later, it just sinks in. It was amazing.

Q. When did you move your sporting focus 
from martial arts to the game of polo?
Sheikha Maitha: From childhood I was heavily 
into horses and I did play a little bit of polo 
years ago, but it was due to some sporting 
injuries that I went into martial arts and it just 
took off. It was by accident. Then, another 
sporting injury got me back onto a horse, again 
accidently, and then that took off. That was 
basically it, a series of coincidences.

Q. What has been the secret to your quick 
rise and success in high goal polo?
Sheikha Maitha: The fundamental of any 
sport is basically the same, I think you really 
have to just take the risk and go ahead and do 
it. You have to trust in the people around  
you and that’s what happened to me. In just  
six months, we went from playing baby  
chukkas here (Ali’s Albwardy’s, Desert Palm)  

to 20 goal polo and it was blind trust in my 
team and the willingness just to take the risk 
and go ahead.

Q. What has been your most memorable 
polo match and why?
Sheikha Maitha: I think the first 20 goal 
match when I had Ignacio Heguy with me on 
my team. It was my first impression of medium 
goal polo and I honestly knew nothing, I went 
there star struck with all these players and just 
tried my hardest. I think that was definitely  
the most memorable. 

Q. With polo being a sport largely 
dominated by men, what have you learnt 
as a female participating at this high level 
and what advice would you give to the new 
generation of females looking to enter into 
the sport?
Sheikha Maitha: First of all, we should not 
think of any sport in terms of gender, because 
once you do that, you straightaway put yourself 
in a category or stereotype. I just went ahead 
and played. Yes, women are of course different 
to men and if it was purely on brute strength, 
no way can we play, but thankfully there are 
many other elements to this sport. There have 
been many examples of great women polo 
palyers, Sunny Hale, Marianela Castagnola and 
they are good for either gender, they just play 
really good polo. I think if you concentrate 
more on the sport, rather than the gender, you 
will achieve for more from polo. 

Q. With both polo and life, who inspires  
you and why?
Sheikha Maitha: In both the game and in  
life, I think my father is my main inspiration, 
he is very competitive and the one who really 
takes the risks. Still now, he takes risks that 
no one else would take and I think that’s the 
biggest lesson, to just throw away the fear and 
simply do it – the greater the risk, the greater 
the reward.

Q. How did your family and upbringing 
shape you into the person and talent that 
you are today?
Sheikha Maitha: Our hobby together as a 
family is horse riding and my family is heavily 
into the equestrian sport. This has influenced  
us all. For me, this helped me a lot with  
polo because at least the riding side and  
the horsemanship was already taken care of,  
I just had to learn the sport. The value of  
sport has been heavily instilled in us  
since childhood. 

Q. What do you consider your greatest 
achievement and why?
Sheikha Maitha: I don’t think I have achieved 
much, I am still trying to achieve, so I think 

POLO PEOPLE
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that’s the secret, if you just keep going and don’t feel 
that you have done it. I guess it’s the secret to youth 
too isn’t it?

Q. What is the best piece of advice anyone has  
given you?
Sheikha Maitha: The best piece of advice was from 
Marlena in polo, she just said to keep going and to 
play hard and don’t get intimated by anyone, just play 
the players, it doesn’t matter if you’re playing with a 
10 goaler, just play your game. This has helped me 
because it came from a woman’s point of view and as a 
women she knows our little weaknesses and how to get 
around it and she’s given me a lot of good advice for 
this sport. 

Q. Which social issues or charities are you  
most passionate about and what drives you to  
follow these?
Sheikha Maitha: Well, I have been involved with 
the Dubai Cares since its launch and it is close to my 
heart. It’s in educating people around the world and 
they have done such a great job. What I really like 
about them is that it’s an open policy where you can go 

online and see exactly where the funds are going and 
what they are doing and you feel truly involved.

Q. Under the theme ‘Connecting Minds, Creating  
the Future’ Dubai is to host the World Expo 2020. 
How important do you feel this is for the UAE  
and why?
Sheikha Maitha: Well, I think like the Olympics  
I have no clue what’s going to happen, but its going  
to change the whole face of Dubai and the UAE.  
We already have the tallest building and apparently 
there is a surprise for the Expo 2020, so I don’t know 
what else they can do, but we are eagerly anticipating.

Q. As a member of Dubai’s ruling family, what key 
opportunities do you see in the country and what 
advice would you give those looking to live and do 
business here in Dubai?
Sheikha Maitha: My advice would be to work hard. 
There are plenty of opportunities and anyone can 
come her and make it so long as they put the effort  
in. I think Dubai is very unique compared to the rest 
of the world, its very fast paced and if you can keep  
up with the pace, you will do well here.

Turning a new page in Arab sporting history and shattering all 
stereotypes the world might conceive, Maitha is a true inspiration.  
Her journey in the game of polo is an impressive one, which sounds  
like it has only just begun.

Endearing and unaffected, it is hard not to like Shaikia Maitha  
and I wish her and the UAE team the very best for the season ahead.

Sheikha Maitha during her first-ever visit to Sudan as part of the Dubai Cares initiative

Turning a new page in Arab 
sporting history and shattering 
all stereotypes the world might 
conceive, Sheikha Maitha is a 
true inspiration.  Her journey in 
the game of polo is an impressive 
one, which sounds like it has only 
just begun.

Endearing and unaffected, it  
is hard not to like Maitha and  
I wish her and the UAE team the 
very best for the season ahead.
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SPENCER HART

The Brand
2002-2014

Bespoke Store

36 Savile Row

Mayfair, London

W1S 3QB

+44 207 494 0000

info@spencerhart.com

www.spencerhart.com

Founded in 2002, Spencer Hart was the creation of Design and Visionary 
Creative Nick Hart. Having previously owned and operated a Sales 
and Marketing firm working with leading fashion brands in the United 
Kingdom, Nick Hart went on to work with Aquascutum, Kenzo and 
Timothy Everest, before launching Spencer Hart on Savile Row.

The brand which is named after his son and best friend Spencer, created 
what Hart felt was missing from the ‘Row’ and the world of tailoring. 
This was a purist outlook on menswear, no garish prints or excessive 
fabric usage but simple, tailored pieces in monochrome and dark rich 
blue fabrics. The brand was about creating a little fun and adding it to 
what is a very serious fashion purchase. Original suits included a sewn in 

label citing ‘We sincerely hope you get laid in this’ showcasing the brands 
raffish and playboy ways, something many other tailors dare not do.

The brand has evolved with the inspiration of music and 50’s Hollywood 
in its roots. Hart cites the likes of Miles Davis, Frank Sinatra, David 
Bowie and Stevie Wonder as some of his musical heroes, explains that this 
period was so stylish, not so much because of what the clothes were, but 
how they photographed in Black and White. Often a great ‘grey’ suit was 
never grey at all, but bright orange, the black and white photo showed it 
in a much more fantastic light and was set in history. This adds to Hart’s 
vision that less is more and that the customer should never know why 
they look so good – an understated cool, an edgy elegance.

The History
A decade of a luxury menswear brand taking  
inspiration from 50’s Hollywood, Jazz & Palm Springs

The Craft
A brand with heritage that has evolved 
from traditional tailoring methods  
and manufacturing

A brand with heritage is hard to create, but over the last 10 years 
evolving out of traditional craftsmanship, Spencer Hart has created 
a world that merges 21st Century Hollywood and Music with the 
historical cutting methods that date back to Savile Row origins of 
the 1700’s.

The bespoke products that the Savile Row and Brook St stores 
curate are hand made by the Spencer Hart Atelier, which is made 
up of trained tailors that have worked throughout many houses on 
the Row and hand stitch every part of the garment over numerous 
fittings over an 8 week process. The team that work on the bespoke 
pieces also handle the patterns for the brand to ensure a consistent 
fit across each ready-to-wear silhouette.

The brands that Spencer Hart collaborate with follow the same 
promise of quality and craft. The Spencer Hart Eyewear range is 
in partnership with Oliver Goldsmith one of the original British 
Sunglass brands, which have handmade glasses for films such as 
Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Michael Caine in the Italian Job. The 
shoes are in collaboration with Tricker’s one of the finest handmade 
British shoe manufacturers, working on a range of formal and 
classic shoes to compliment the ready-to-wear lines.

In addition to the clothing and accessories Spencer Hart has 
collaborated with Floris, one of the finest fragrance purveyors  
in the world, to create a luxury men’s fragrance, for the  
Palm Springs range.

Flagship store

62-64 Brook Street

Mayfair, London

W1K 5DX
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The talent list at Spencer Hart grows every month with new additions  
to the celebrity and influential roster from the worlds of Music, Film,
Television and Entertainment. Just some of the celebrities that have  
graced the Spencer Hart stores and tailoring products include:

Prince William
P.Diddy
Orlando Bloom
David Beckham
Paul McCartney
Robbie Williams
Dermot O’Leary
David Gandy
Kanye West
Jay Z
Benedict Cumberbatch
Damian Lewis
Rolling Stones
Pierce Brosnan
David Bowie
Miles Kane
Alex Turner
John Legend

The Talent
Working with world class talent from  
the world’s of film, television, music  
and entertainment

Jamie Hince
Freddie Ljungberg
Rhys Ifans
Anna Friel
Kate Bosworth
Dominic West
Matthew McConaughey
Usher
James Corden
Brett Anderson
Simon Le Bon
Alexander Skaarsgard
Stellan Skaarsgard
Daniel Radcliffe
Lee Evans
Derren Brown
Ant & Dec
Jeff Goldblum

A conceptual brand from the offset, Nick Hart’s vision of retail has always 
been to the excitement of the press and consumers, a sartorial theatre of 
luxury goods that take customers on a journey from start to finish.

Launching a flagship store in Brook Street late 2011 the brand cemented 
its position in Mayfair as a luxury brand, taking on a store in the prime 
retail position on Brook Street opposite the iconic Claridges Hotel.

The Retail
A luxury men’s store concept rolled out across Mayfair with concessions at leading retailers

Savile Row
The original store on the world famous Savile Row, this store houses the 
bespoke and made-to-measure products and a higher price point ready-
to-wear line. The store is 10 years old and is credited for the beginning of 
Spencer Hart’s Celebrity involvement.

Brook Street
A two-story flagship store in Mayfair, housing the ready-to-wear tailoring and 
Palm Springs lines. In addition to the main retail floor a luxury concealed 
Vault is below the store housing bespoke items such as Tailoring, Sunglasses 
and Shoes.

Selfridges
A concession at the world famous department store, the Spencer Hart  
presence is across the main wall at the rear of the tailoring section amongst  
the British brands.

Mr. Porter
The exclusive online presence for the brand, Mr. Porter stock the core  
tailoring product lines and will be stocking the bedwear collection from 
December 2012.

TRAVel JACKeT

peAK lApel TRAVel JACKeT wITh pATCh poCKeTs  
And TRAVel deTAIls, shown wITh A Round  
CollAR wITh TAb shIRT And sIlK sCARf

AlbeRT 3 buTTon JACKeT

3 buTTon shAwl lApel JACKeT wITh ConTRAsT 
buTTons And pATCh poCKeT deTAIlIng,  
shown wITh A mIdnIghT blue V-neCK shIRT  
And wool TRouseRs

AlbeRT 3 buTTon shAwl

sKy blue fResCo JACKeT wITh ConTRAsT sIlK 
gRosgRAIn bRAIdIng on ConCeAled Cuffs And 
sIlK gRosgRAIn buTTons, beAT 1 TRouseRs In 
huCKAbACK And spenCeR hART x CARmInA shoes

ConCeAled Cuffs

A populAR deTAIl, ConCeAled Cuffs hIdIng  
The buTTons fRom VIew on The sleeVe
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spenCeR sKInny peAK

sKInny peAK suIT In beIge wITh pATCh poCKeT 
deTAIls, shown wITh A Round CollAR shIRT  
wITh TAb And geneRIC mAn x spenCeR hART  
whITe plImsolls

spenCeR sKInny
shAwl eVenIng

ConTRAsT sIlK lApel suIT wITh whITe double 
bReAsTed mARCellA wAIsTCoAT And Round  
CollAR wITh TAb shIRT

spenCeR sKInny shAwl

wool fResCo suIT In gRey wITh A blACK sIlK 
gRosgRAIn ConTRAsT lApel wITh bRAIdIng. shown 
wITh A double bReAsTed whITe wAIsTCoAT, sKInny 
spReAd CollAR And whITe mARCellA bowTIe

Round CollAR
Round CollAR, nATuRAl pleAT shIRT  
In spenCeR hART CoRe AIRTex fAbRIC



NOBLE HILL

Noble Hill is artisan wine,  
quality & integrity guaranteed

N
oble Hill is an artisan winery in Simonsberg-Paarl, South Africa. We are a 
30 hectare vineyard and estate winery producing wines that are juicy yet 
structured, elegant, and above all unique to the place they are made. A hidden 
gem, tucked between Kanonkop and Paarl Mountain, Noble Hill produces 
singe-vineyard estate wines, made to reflect the soil, climate and geology of 

the Simonsberg area – 20 km from Franschhoek village and 45 km from Cape Town.
Using beetles and ducks for pest control instead of chemicals, and Nitrogen-enriching 

cover crops instead of fertilizer, the result is a sustainable ecosystem that supports diverse  
flora and fauna. 

The estate is named after Noble Hill, a rocky outcropping that rising behind the vineyard, 
its strata serving as a gentle reminder of that which has not changed since the farm was 
established in 1674. 

The cellar at Noble Hill was constructed in 2001, and we have spent the last decade  
fine-tuning our methods to release wines that reflect our energy and the potential of the  
new South Africa. Our philosophy has no dogma other than to make exceptional wines  
that respect their region,

QUALITY & INTEGRITY GUARANTEED 

Our greatest responsibility as an agricultural enterprise is to the health and well-being of 
our ecosystem. This includes quality, integrity, environmental sustainability and traceability 
from the vineyard to your table. We are a small family business and our strategy is to make 
constant, small improvements at every turn.

Biodiversity & Wine Initiative (BWI) Member – 95% of South Africa’s wine growing takes 
place in the Cape Floral Kingdom, the richest and smallest planet kingdom in the world. Our 
membership guarantees that we protect indigenous flora and fauna and commit 10% of our 
land to conservation.

Integrated Production of Wine (IPW) Certified – This environment sustainability 
certification guarantees that our grapes are grown with due consideration of the environment 
and that our wine is made in an environmentally responsible manner.

Wine Information System (SAWIS) Certified – Each bottle we make is certified with a 
unique number that can be used to verify the wines authenticity and trace of its origins. 
This system requires detailed record keeping at every step and ensures that traceability of our 
entire production. Beginning with the 2010 vintage, Noble Hill wines bear a new seal which 
confirms our compliance with IPW and SAWIS standards jointly.

The Estate Blend is labeled with three keys representing Cabernet Sauvignon,  
Merlot, and Petit Verdot. This wine elicits the aromas and tastes of fresh black currant,  

plum, and a touch of mint. Oak plays a well-integrated supporting role.
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CellarDoor Nigeria Ltd is the sole agent for Noble Hill wines in Nigeria and one of 
the few companies that brings their wines in refrigerated containers and store in room 
temperature conditions at their exclusive wine tasting lounge is Ikoyi, Lagos.

For more information contact: Ovie Esiri  +234.1.271.9980  +234.806.055.4596
wines@cellardoornigeria.com  www.cellardoornigeria.com / www.noblehill.com
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SAUVIGNON BLANC

This wine will take you back 
to your first trip to the beach: 
building a sandcastle, dipping your 
toes in the ocean, and unpacking 
a delicious picnic. Perfect for sun, 
salad, seafood, and stoep!

We grow four hectares of 
Sauvignon Blanc, planted on one 
of the farm’s highest-elevation sites. 
The vineyard looks out over the 
Franschhoek Valley with awesome 
views of the town of Paarl and the 
Drakenstein mountains.

Our Sauvignon Blanc explodes 
with gooseberry, fresh coriander 
and green apple aromas. There 
are some tropical notes, too, 
reminiscent of orange blossom  
and guava. The entry is cool, 
smooth and juicy with a creamy 
natural acidity. The finish is crisp 
and balanced.

CHARDONNAY

Every now and then your life gets 
complicated. For these times, we 
have an answer. Our Chardonnay 
eschews the bright lights and bling 
of heavy wood for the simple 
pleasures. Crisp, clean, & flinty 
with a hint of butterscotch. Very 
lightly wooded.

Our Chardonnay grows in a 
model vineyard located just 
behind the cellar. Apart from 
the occasional tourist tromping 
through after a wine tasting, 
these soils are relatively loose and 
un-compacted, creating a healthy 
subsoil ecosystem and relatively 
vigorous vegetative growth. We 
restrain the vines’ ambition with a 
carefully-timed program of manual 
suckering, combing, and tipping 
during the spring.

This wine shows fresh primary 
fruit aromas of citrus, lemon curd, 
and orange blossom.

MOURVÈDRE ROSÉ

Don’t be fooled into thinking that 
it’s all about looks by the demure 
blush of this rosé. Like the perfect 
slice of salmon sashimi it’s as 
delicious to the palate as it is easy 
on the eye. Focused fruit aromas 
and a crisp finish.

Mourvèdre (moor-vey-druh). is 
originally from the warm shores 
of the Mediterranean and is the 
basis for many of the worlds most 
lauded rosés
 
This rosé stands out with a 
beautiful salmon pink color and 
a bit of orange peel on the rim. 
The wine elicits aromas of rose 
water, strawberries, watermelon, 
and black currant. It has a crisp, 
dry finish and is perfect alongside 
the braai. 

BLANC DE BLANCS

There are 49 million bubbles in 
each bottle of our single-vineyard 
Blanc de Blancs, and we put years 
of artisan craftsmanship and 
expertise into every last bead.  
The resulting wine is the height of 
sophistication and elegance, aged 
on the lees for 24 months with ripe 
citrus and biscuit aromas.

Grapes for our Blanc de Blancs 
come from a single hectare of 
Chardonnay growing just behind 
our cellar in decomposed granite 
soil. The Chardonnay clone 
planted here is of Champagne 
origin, making it exceptionally 
well-suited to the creation of 
traditional method sparkling wine.

Fruit notes include melon, 
pineapple, and hibiscus flower. 
Mineral notes elicit flint stone 
covered in moss. 

SYRAH

Umami may or may not be 
Japanese for “delicious.” Either 
way, our Syrah shows umami in 
spades: a velvety structure with  
fine tannins, black fruit, and  
olive purée, perfect for roast meat 
or venison.

Syrah is exceptionally well-suited 
to our microclimate and thrives in 
the granite rich soils that dominate 
our landscape.

This Syrah reminds us of toasty 
black cherries, liquorice, and dark 
chocolate: a perfect match for rich 
flavours. The wine is smooth and 
balanced to delight the connoisseur 
and convert the newcomer.

MERLOT 

A rebel with a cause: you’ll see why 
this Merlot is James Dean as Jim 
Stark, cavorting with Cabs while 
other Merlots dabble in “easy-
drinking fruitiness.” Black cherry, 
dark plum, and a full mouth-feel.

Our Merlot is grown on a  
single vineyard which has 
produced fantastic wines vintage 
after vintage.

We strive for a balance between 
deep, luscious flavours and austere, 
elegant structure. The result is a 
deep, clear colour with intense 
aromas of black cherry, dried 
plum, and spice.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

The Simonsberg appellation has 
been called Cabernet Country,  
and with good reason! Cabernet 
has been grown here for over  
300 years and produces classic, 
elegant examples of the varietal. 
Notes of cassis, tobacco leaf, and 
Moroccan mint.
 
South Africa may be defined as a 
New World wine producer but this 
can be a bit of a misnomer: our 
vineyards are planted in some of 
the world’s oldest soils. 

The decomposed granite soils  
that define our vineyards give 
this wine an earthy, cool and 
distinctively Old World character. 
We taste black fruit, cedar, and a 
hint of spice. 

NOBLE HILL ESTATE BLEND

From the start we decided to 
make wines that are juicy yet 
austere, elegant, and above all 
unique to the place they are made. 
Our estate blend puts to practice 
the knowledge, dedication, and 
intuition of our entire enterprise.

When establishing Noble Hill 
I was given keys to every door, 
cupboard, and gate in a jumbled 
box. Sorting through the mess, 
I realized that some of the keys 
dated to the farm’s historic past, 
and ever since we have placed a 
key on each label. Different keys 
represent our different sources 
of inspiration and the different 
characters of each grape varietal.
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POLO ‘MUST HAVES’

ThIs quIlTed leATheR gIlleT Is mAde of Cow sKIppeR 
leATheR (fRom The belly) mAKIng IT supeR sofT. sylVesTeR 
sTAllone Is A bIg fAn of ThIs pIeCe And hAs been 
phoTogRAphed seVeRAl TImes weARIng IT In lA.

POLO ‘MUST HAVES’

Yasemen Kaner-White picks out products for those who are passionate  
about polo, ensuring both on and off the field, your style is pure panache...

Whether you are a professional polo player, enjoy 
riding for pleasure, or are an onlooker but nonetheless 
an equestrian enthusiast, I am sure you will agree the 
following are enough to tempt anyone into the equine 
world. Brands such as Hermes, Chanel, Ralph Lauren 
and La Martina offer a wide range of luxury riding attire. 

Asprey sports attractive polo themed jewellery, whilst 
Jaeger-LeCoultre offers fine polo inspired watches.  
Both Polistas and The Polo Shop are a one-stop shop 
enabling you to wear and own the very best in the  
polo arena. Here are some ideas on how to embrace  
polo in style...

An ARgenTIne belT Is A musT. pRInCe wIllIAm 
hAs been phoTogRAphed seVeRAl TImes 
weARIng ThIs genuIne ARgenTIne belT. The 
belTs ARe hAnd mAde neAR buenos AIRes And 
CAn be sAId To be pART of The polo plAyeR’s 
unoffICIAl unIfoRm The woRld oVeR.

“POLO is not just a HOBBY 
it’s a LIFESTYLE”

POLISTAS
seT of 6 polo olIVe sTICKs

In A smART sTAInless sTeel holdeR 
ThIs seT of sIx olIVe pICKs ARe TRes 
polo ChIC! eACh pICK end Is shAped As 
A polo mAlleT. gIfT boxed foR The 
peRfeCT pResenT!

THE POLO SHOP

fAglIAno polo booTs ARe sImply The besT,  
bespoKe oRdeRs only.

polo ToAsT RACK

Add A TouCh of fun To bReAKfAsT 
TIme And enJoy hoT ToAsT dRIppIng 
wITh buTTeR seRVed up on ThIs 
unIquely sTyled ToAsT RACK. The 
CenTeRpIeCe Is Two InTeRloCKIng polo 
mAlleTs whIlsT The woRd ’polo’ Keeps 
eACh pIeCe of ToAsT In plACe. Comes 
gIfT boxed foR eAsy wRAppIng.

These polo booT & hAT CufflInKs hAVe 
been desIgned To Add A TouCh of humouR 
And oRIgInAlITy To bRIghTen up The dAy. 
These CufflInKs hAVe been desIgned foR 
The mAn oR womAn who loVes TheIR spoRT 
oR Knows someone who loVes polo, And 
TheRefoRe They mAKe A peRfeCT polo gIfT.

equesTRIAn domed CAKe sTAnd

ThIs lARge CAKe sTAnd wITh glAss dome wITh ITs snAffle shAped 
hAndle Is A sTunnIng wAy To seRVe up youR fAVouRITe CAKes And 
pAsTRIes wheTheR IndooRs oR dInIng Al- fResCo.

sTIRRup pICTuRe fRAmes

dIsplAy fAVouRITe phoTos And 
pReCIous memoRIes In ThIs 
unIque sTIRRup shAped phoTo 
fRAme. If you Know someone 
wITh A loVe of All ThIngs 
equIne, ThIs would mAKe A 
peRfeCT heARTfelT gIfT.polo helmeT wIne CooleR And sTAnd

hATs off foR ThIs fAbulous polo wIne 
CooleR, sTuRdy yeT sTylIsh In nICKel plATe 
foR A lIfeTIme of TeAm CelebRATIons oR 
CommIseRATIons! polo fAns wIll loVe ThIs 
CleVeRly desIgned pIeCe And foR Those wITh 
A loVe of The gAme And An eVen gReATeR 
loVe of CelebRATIng wInnIng ResulTs, ouR 
polo-Themed wIne CooleR wIll help you do 
IT In sTyle. beAuTIfully CRAfTed As A polo 
helmeT CIT Is AVAIlAble sIngly oR wITh A 
CleVeRly desIgned sTAnd wITh ThRee polo 
sTICK legs. ThIs pIeCe wIll be An InsTAnT hIT 
when seRVIng ChIlled dRInKs.
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POLO PEOPLE THE ART OF LIVING

Art of Living
THE

VeuVe ClICquoT & feRRARI

Ferrari and Veuve Clicquot have forged an alliance, promising an 
exceptional partnership at the international level and exciting projects to 
come. The link between these two iconic brands needs no justification 
beyond a common destiny.

Both these names enjoy a world-renowned reputation, first and 
foremost: as Ferrari is the undisputed icon in car industry and motor 
racing, Veuve Clicquot is a mythical legend in the champagne world.   
As well, they are also both universally praised for their modern approach, 
foresight for the future, and for their lifelong quest for excellence – always 
grounded firmly in tradition.  The two daring, highly innovative brands 
are deeply rooted in their histories, and both have had extraordinary 
leaders at the helm.

Firstly, the great Champagne House founded in 1772; history was 
made in 1805 when it was audaciously taken on by Madame Clicquot 
Ponsardin. This pioneer of her time, widowed at the young age of 27, 
succeeded in imposing her personal vision on a male-dominated world 
through her courage, determination, and imagination – to resounding 
success. Nicknamed “La Grande Dame de la Champagne”, her leadership 
foreshadowed today’s modernity. The inspirational strength of her 
character would later be incarnated in her intrepid great-granddaughter, 
the Duchess d’Uzès – as she was the first woman in France to receive 
her driving licence and drive racing cars! This modern, inspired, bold 
approach has endowed the House champagnes to sparkle with the 
exclusive nature that embodies the name of Clicquot.

Another splendid name of original notoriety is that of Ferrari, the 
Italian car brand of legend founded in 1947. Heralded as the most 
prestigious car in the world, it has long worn the crown of success on 
the road and international circuits alike. As a luxury car manufacturer, 
Ferrari quickly became a benchmark for the world in both technology 
and design. 

Jean-Marc Lacave, President of Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin has declared:  
“Veuve Clicquot is proud to become the event partner of Ferrari and 
is looking forward to share its excellence and ‘Art de Vivre’ throughout 
worldwide events”

Such strong personalities, touting an inspirational pedigree, created two 
international successes based on common values. With an unquestioned 
expertise in their respective domains, they historically pursued a  
never-ending quest for performance, for high standards, creativity,  
and boldness.  This envisioned world was founded on certain ideals –  
it instilled an art of living and a preferred taste for the unique and  
the exceptional.

Today’s art of living embraces a passion for the beautiful; to see life 
in red and yellow is to enjoy the premium world of Veuve Clicquot, 
constantly accompanying and setting today’s trends.

The ambitious partnership between Clicquot and Ferrari is proud to 
announce planned global events to celebrate their alliance in all major 
markets. This year we will see the 2 prestigious brands side by side at 
mythical classic car events well as Ferrari new model launch and racing 
shows around the world. Naturally, new “lifestyle events” will be created, 
and special joint ventures will also cause a sparkling social stir. Coming 
soon, the pair’s design team are innovating extraordinary and celebratory 
new creations.

The Ferrari Chairman Luca di Montezemolo has declared “Ferrari 
chooses its partners exclusively among leading companies, and  
Veuve Clicquot is with certainty a brand of excellence in the special 
Champagne World”

The Ferrari-Veuve Clicquot story has only just begun to be told. 
Celebrating Ferrari Formula 1 Grand Prix wins in China and Barcelona, 
the 2 prestigious brands will continue to show their passion at the 
prestigious events and races.

Leads to an Exclusive Global and International Partnership
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    THE 
AMERICAS 

          CUP
The America’s Cup: yachting’s ‘Formula One’,  

is undoubtedly the most exciting sailing competition  
around, Yasemen Kaner-White takes a closer look.
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THE AMERICAS CUP

T
he America’s Cup is globally the third most watched 
sporting event. It began life in 1851 with a winning 
30 meter schooner named America, which gave the 
contest its name. Representing the New York Yacht 
Club, they sailed past the Royal Yacht stationed 

in the Solent, between the Isle of Wight and the south coast of 
England, with Queen Victoria looking on. Winning the Royal 
Yacht Squadron’s 100 Pound Cup, they subsequently in the same 
year won the 100 Guinea Cup. New York Yacht Club Commodore 
John Cox Stevens and his team sold the famous schooner, before 
going home celebrated heroes. In 1857 they gave the trophy to 
the New York Yacht Club as a Deed of Gift, under the condition 
it stands for ‘a perpetual challenge cup for friendly competition 
between nations’, and so the America’s Cup began.

From the 1920s The America’s Cup contest, which runs every 
three to four years, has comprised of a defending yacht against a 
challenging one. The yachts in question are a product of a separate 
series of elimination trials. Every competing yacht has to be 
designed, built, and ideally outfitted in its representative country. 
In the past, the rules have imposed seemingly unfair terms, for 
example up until 1956 there was a clause demanding a challenger 
must sail to wherever the contest was taking place, imposing a 
more cumbersome construction compared to the defending yacht. 

The competition is a short course, lasting around two to three 
hours. Considered the oldest trophy in international sport, it is one 
of, if not the most, difficult trophy to win. In fact the competition 
was held nine times before the first Olympic Games took place in 
Athens in 1896. So far, during 162 years, it has been held by only 
four nations. New York Yacht Club held the Cup for a tremendous 
132 years, making it the lengthiest winning streak in the history 
of sport. There is much prestige attached to the competition, 
increasingly being referred to as the billionaires’ game, the solvent 
become addicted to taking part, spending hundreds of millions of 
dollars funding their entry. Among past entrants include; Artemis 
a very wealthy Swede, the renowned American businessman Larry 
Ellison, Sir Tommy Sopwith a well known aviation designer and 
manufacturer and Sir Thomas Lipton the man behind many a cup 
of tea and who has entered 5 times thus far. Therefore management 
and fund raising abilities are also part of the criteria of a winning 
team, along with sailing skill and sound boat design. Sir Robin 
Knox-Johnston, the first person to sail single handed and non-
stop around the world, feels the competition could be improved, 
“I would like to see a nationality rule. Races between multi 
billionaires with international crews do not have the appeal of a 
team from, and representing, a country”.

The last America’s Cup took place in 2013. Oracle Team USA, 
captained by Sir Ben Ainslie, raced in a freshly designed 22 meter 
catamaran and was the unexpected winner. British Olympian 
Andrew Simpson, nicknamed Bart, died in a training accident in 
May. The harrowing incident lead to Chinese whispers of the 34th 
America’s Cup being cancelled, instead safety measures were put 
in place. Emirates Team New Zealand, who previously was the 
first non-American team to successfully win and then defend the 
America’s Cup, led 8-1, needing only another win to take the cup. 
Oracle Team USA seemed doomed until they took on Ben Ainslie 
who replaced the tactician John Kostecki, and aided an unforeseen 
turnaround, resulting in Oracle winning 9-8. “Everyone had 
written us off. The opposition had written us off. The experts 
had written us off. I never gave up hope but I knew it would be 
hard. When I came in everyone was a bit down but I was a new 
face and that gave everyone a lift. I tried to be Mr Positive and we 

gelled well”, Ben said. Ben Ainslie Racing is now aiming to be a 
competitive challenger for the 35th America’s Cup, bringing the 
Cup back to Britain, the place which gave birth to the contest. 
“Whatever happens next, I learnt so much from this experience; 
as a helmsman, steering Oracle’s B boat; as a tactician, a role I had 
never performed before but which has given me invaluable insight; 
and as a regular team member, watching what goes on behind the 
scenes of an enormous America’s Cup operation...Now it is time 
to look ahead to my next challenge – the ultimate challenge – to 
bring the cup back to British waters for the first time in something  
like 165 years”.

The latest Cup which took place in San Francisco Bay attracted 
over 320,000 downloads of the America’s Cup app, whilst 190 
countries broadcast the America’s Cup on television. There were 
24.8 million views of the contest’s videos on YouTube. The stats 
prove the Cup’s notoriety and its ever increasing following. As 
Sir Robin Knox-Johnston pointed out to me; “two boats racing 
each other is clear cut, the first across the finish line is the winner. 
Everyone, sailor or not, can understand that”. He said “the AC 
is important as it represents the pinnacle in match racing, but 
also the sailing event that achieves the highest media coverage for 
the sport”. Stephen Park OBE , Olympic Manager of the Royal 
Yachting Association states “one thing that became clear in AC34 
was an increased presence of sailing Olympians involved with 
campaigns, as teams strived for the very best talent from all corners 
of the sailing world”.

Harold Cudmore who lead Britain’s America’s Cup challenges 
in 1983 and 1986/7 and who coached Bill Koch’s 1992 Cup 
winning campaign America plus the all-women’s American defence 
campaign in 1995, is another knowledgeable fan who shared 
his views with me; “The America’s Cup is always exciting and 
interesting as it changes each time while keeping some aspects 
unchanged. The types of boats, venues and other variables keep 
changing but the fundamental challenge between two boats is 
unchanged. Some of our wealthiest people since late 1800’s have 
tilted for the Cup and failed. This time with so many omens right 
there will eventually be success.”

The decision as to where the next America’s Cup in 2017 will 
be held, is yet to have been taken and could be a while before it is. 
That said, the future for the Cup’s international prominence looks 
bright, as it is internationally celebrated more and more with  
every event.
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THE AMERICAS CUP

Year Winning Yacht Owner / Team Name Skipper Losing yacht Owner / Team Name

1851 America (U.S.) J.C. Stevens R. Brown Aurora (U.K.) LeMarchant-Thomas

1870 Magic (U.S.) F. Osgood A. Comstock Cambria (U.K.) J. Ashbury

1871 Columbia(U.S.) F. Osgood N. Comstock
 Sappho (U.S.) W.P. Douglas S. Greenwood Livonia (U.K.) J. Ashbury  

1876 Madeleine(U.S.) J.S. Dickerson J. Williams Countess of Dufferin (Can.) C. Gifford and syndicate

1881 Mischief (U.S.) J.R. Busk N. Clock Atalanta (Can.) A. Cuthbert

1885 Puritan (U.S.) J.M. Forbes, C.J. Paine
  and syndicate A. Crocker Genesta (U.K.) Sir R. Sutton

1886 Mayflower(U.S.) C.J. Paine M.V.B. Stone Galatea (U.K.) W. Henn

1887 Volunteer(U.S.) C.J. Paine H.C. Haff Thistle (U.K.) J. Bell and syndicate

1893 Vigilant (U.S.) C.O. Iselin and syndicate W. Hansen Valkyrie II (U.K.) Lord Dunraven

1895 Defender(U.S.) W.K. Vanderbilt,    Lord Dunraven, 
  C.O. Iselin,   Lord Lonsdale, 
  E.D. Morgan H.C. Haff Valkyrie III (U.K.) Lord Wolverton, 

     H. McCalmont

1899 Columbia(U.S.) J.P. Morgan, 
  C.O. Iselin, 
  E.D. Morgan C. Barr Shamrock (U.K.) Sir T. Lipton

1901 Columbia(U.S.) J.P. Morgan,
  E.D. Morgan C. Barr Shamrock II (U.K.) Sir T. Lipton

1903 Reliance (U.S.) C.O. Iselin and syndicate C. Barr Shamrock III(U.K.) Sir T. Lipton

1920 Resolute (U.S.) H. Walters and syndicate C.F. Adams II Shamrock IV(U.K.) Sir T. Lipton

1930 Enterprise(U.S.) W. Aldrich and syndicate H.S. Vanderbilt Shamrock V (U.K.) Sir T. Lipton

1934 Rainbow (U.S.) H.S. Vanderbilt and syndicate H.S. Vanderbilt Endeavour (U.K.) T.O.M. Sopwith

1937 Ranger (U.S.) H.S. Vanderbilt H.S. Vanderbilt Endeavour II (U.K.) T.O.M. Sopwith

1958 Columbia(U.S.) H. Sears and syndicate B.S. Cunningham Sceptre (U.K.) H.L. Goodson and syndicate

1962 Weatherly(U.S.) H.D. Mercer,
  A.D. Frese,
  C.S. Walsh E. Mosbacher, Jr. Gretel (Austl.) Sir F. Packer and syndicate

1964 Constellation(U.S.) W.S. Gubelmann, R.N. Bavier, Jr.,
  E. Ridder and syndicate E. Ridder Sovereign (U.K.) J.A.J. Boyden

1967 Intrepid (U.S.) Intrepid syndicate E. Mosbacher, Jr. Dame Pattie (U.K.) E. Christensen and
     15 commercial firms

1970 Intrepid (U.S.) Intrepid syndicate W. Ficker Gretel II (Austl.) Sir F. Packer and syndicate

1974 Courageous(U.S.) Courageous syndicate T. Hood Southern Cross(Austl.) A. Bond

1977 Courageous(U.S.) Courageous syndicate T. Turner Australia (Austl.) A. Bond and syndicate

1980 Freedom (U.S.) Maritime College at  
  Ft. Schuyler Foundation, Inc. D. Conner Australia (Austl.) A. Bond and syndicate

1983 Australia II(Austl.) A. Bond and syndicate J. Bertrand Liberty (U.S.) Maritime College at  
     Ft. Schuyler Foundation, Inc.

1987 Stars & Stripes(U.S.) Sail America syndicate D. Conner Kookaburra III(Austl.) K. Parry and syndicate

1988 Stars & Stripes(U.S.) Sail America syndicate D. Conner New Zealand (N.Z.) M. Fay

1992 America3(U.S.) America3 Foundation B. Koch Il Moro di Venezia(Italy) Compagnia della Vela di Venezia

1995 Black Magic(N.Z.) P. Blake and Team New Zealand R. Coutts Young America(U.S.) Pact 95 syndicate

2000 Black Magic(N.Z.) Team New Zealand R. Coutts Luna Rossa (Italy) Prada Challenge

2003 Alinghi (Switz.) Alinghi Swiss Challenge R. Coutts New Zealand (N.Z.) Team New Zealand

2007 Alinghi (Switz.) Alinghi B. Butterworth New Zealand (N.Z.) Team New Zealand

2010 USA-17 (U.S.) BMW Oracle Racing J. Spithill Alinghi (Switz.) Alinghi

2013 USA-17 (U.S.) Oracle Team USA J. Spithill New Zealand (N.Z.) Team New Zealand

THE AMERICAS CUP
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PROPERTY

Villaggio Vista is a development by Metropolis Development Ltd, comprising of four towers.  

At twenty four  floors, the ultra modern residential sky scraper is the highest building in Ghana. The 

Architecture draws inspiration from the iconic kente cloth’s strong graphic and colouring and gives it a modern 

interpretation to produce a stunningly contemporary but culturally grounded piece of iconic Architecture. 

T
he Kente cloth design literally wraps the building, and 
due to its advanced skin construction gives an immense 
amount of thermal protection to the residences within. 
The external skin of the tower is made up of four layers:  
1 the rain-skin cladding 2 concrete block work 3 air  

cavity and insulation 4 internal dry wall, producing a super insulated 
internal environment. 

The modernity of the exterior is matched by the innovation of the 
building and its technological systems. The building addresses the 
tropical environment in both passive and active ways. All windows and 
glazed balconies are recessed from the façade. The glazing is coated with 

a Low “E” coating reflecting 70% of the solar radiation hitting the glass. 
Even the air that is expelled from each apartment passes through a heat 
exchanger which pre chills the incoming fresh air with the exhaust.  
All this goes to reduce the energy consumption of the residences as  
much as possible.

The residences within the tower are generously proportioned and  
fitted out to the highest international standards. There are duplex units, 
three bed units, four bedroom units and five bedroom penthouses. The 
tower also boasts a glamorous entrance lobby and waiting area and is also 
the location of Accra’s most exclusive restaurant, Santoku. The top of the 
building (usually the location of the plant room) has been turned into 

PROPERTY

a unique roof terrace open to all residents of the development. It has a swimming pool, 
Jacuzzi, bar, and real trees. The experience of cooling off in an infinity edged pool on top  
of the highest building in Ghana is truly spectacular. 

One of Metropolis Developments business aims is to maintain value for its client’s 
investments. With strong growth in asset value for its apartments and an impressive  
rental rate of 98%, the company’s developments are savvy investments for the property 
minded, giving both asset appreciation and strong investment yields. The developments 
investment opportunities are not to be missed. 

There are still a few units available to purchase in the final and tallest tower which is 
scheduled for completion in 2015 and which will boast an additional fabulous restaurant 
and exclusive gym.

 Villaggio 
Vista 

www.villaggiovista.com
+233 302 785756  
+233 302 785821
sales@villaggiovista.com

Associated Projects 
www.trasaccovalley.com
www.villaggioghana.com
www.auroraghana.com
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KAISER WILHELM II CUP

T
he Kaiser Wilhelm II Cup is the oldest and most 
distinguished prize in Nigerian sport. It was also one 
of the shrewdest political contrivances of early 20th 
Century. Within a decade of his accession in 1888, the 
brash new ruler of the German Empire had ratcheted up 

a list of adversaries as long as his name: Friedrich Wilhelm Viktor Albert 
Hohenzollern; Emperor of Germany; King of Prussia. Several years of 
tension with other European powers would ensue, culminating in the 
conflict that sparked the First World War.

As the most powerful Sovereign in Europe, Wilhelm II heaved his 
political weight and unimpaired self-confidence with a teutonic swagger 
that incessantly rubbed the wrong side of other nations. When he wasn’t 
in Morocco implying German assertion over the territory and urging 
independence from France, the Emperor was raising hell accusing the 
French and the Russians of attempting to incite Germany to intervene 
in the Second Boer War in South Africa against the British. Many said in 
those times that the Kaiser’s rakish moustache or signature on something  
as innocuous as a personal check was a ‘declaration of war’. 

Despite the impetuous outbursts, the Kaiser desired good Anglo-
German relationship because he reckoned that the British, with its massive 
naval assets, were the only power capable of upending him. He was 
deeply suspicious – with some justification – that England was obsessed 
with annihilating his empire by playing off other European States against 
Germany while claiming to only being interested in maintaining the 
“Balance of Power in Europe”. 

So when on January 1, 1914, the British amalgamated the Northern 
Nigeria and Southern Nigeria protectorates, the Kaiser read that as an 
insidious military maneuver targeted at the German Cameroons colony 
next door and promptly responded with unlikely diplomatic aplomb to 
make sure things never got out of hand. The new German Cameroons 
Governor Karl Ebermaier was dispatched to Nigeria bearing the most 
distinguished royal prize in world polo, a glittering silver trophy from 
his Emperor to be challenged by the polo teams of the armies of British 
Nigeria and The German Cameroons.

With imperial treasury subsidies, Germany had invested heavily in its 
Cameroonian protectorate, building two rail lines from the port city of 
Douala to bring agricultural products to market, as well as an extensive 
postal and telegraph system. A river navigation network with government 
ships connected the coast to the interior. And as part of the settlement of 
the Agadir Crisis, resolved by the Treaty of Fez, the Cameroon protectorate 
was enlarged in 1911 to incorporate parts of present day Central African 
Republic, Chad, Gabon, Nigeria and Congo. 

This trophy is one of the most magnificent and prodigiously important 
relics of the glorious Imperial Germany in African hands. It was crafted 
in pure silver and entirely handmade by Hans Shnell, Silver caster to the 
Imperial Palace. The silverware is highly embossed with a very fine likeness 
of Wilhelm II in his field marshal uniform wearing around his neck the 
Grand Class of the Prussian Order of the Black Eagle. The hump and 

THE KAISER WILHELM II 
Cup Centenary (1914-2014)

By Yusuf Saab



handles of the trophy are also lavishly adorned 
with the sacred German oak leaves. The lid is 
garlanded with a constellation of the Imperial 
eagle, of the type used by the Hohenzollern 
dynasty in all its décor. Below and above the stem 
are further entwined oak-leaf designs in simulated 
engraving. The work is finished with clusters of 
acorns and silver studs. 

 But just a couple of months after the Nigeria 
– Cameroons camaraderie polo match, the 
Crown Prince of the Austro-Hungarian Empire 
Archduke Ferdinand was assassinated in Sarayevo, 
prompting Vienna to declare war on Serbia. 
Bound by parallel treaties, all the European 
powers began mobilizing their armies on either 
side of the wrangle. And as the Kaiser had 
rightly feared, when World War I finally broke 
in July 1914, French, Belgian and British troops 
immediately invaded the German Cameroons, 
fully occupying it in 1916 after the last German 
fort in the northern city of Mora surrendered. 

Nonetheless, because of its Imperial antiquity, 
the Kaiser Wilhelm II cup continued to be 
the top prize in Nigerian polo until the nation 
attained Independence in 1960. Flushed with 
patriotic fevour and the questionable zeal to 
throw the baby away with the bath water in 
repudiating all vestiges of colonialism, the new 
order at the Lagos Polo club rededicated the 
Kaiser Wilhelm II Cup as the Independence Cup 
to commemorate the new Nigeria.

For a while, the club was able to continue  
to exploit the cup’s Royal German heritage,  
even managing to snag the Kaiser’s Grandson 
Prince Burchard of Prussia in 1968, and wangle 
a multi-year sponsorship deal from German 
construction giant Julius Berger. A long 
procession of German Ambassadors in Nigeria 
were also obliged to witness presentations of the 
trophy at tournaments.

 But fifty years after it was renamed, the trophy 
formerly known as Kaiser Wilhelm II Cup no 
longer holds any attraction or the benediction 
of the Germans. The House of Hohenzollern, 
the ambassadors and even Julius Berger now stay 
away, especially after the seat of power moved 
from Lagos to Abuja. Perhaps the trophy should 
revert to its original name and played as an 
International test between Nigeria and Germany, 
as well as with other countries. Nothing short of 
that will bring the Germans back

KAISER WILHELM II CUP
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2014 LAGOS POLO TOURNAMENT 2014 LAGOS POLO TOURNAMENT

T
he Lagos International Polo Tournament represents the 
pinnacle of the Nigerian polo season. Beamed around the 
world via international broadcasters, the 2014 edition  
of the Lagos polo festival lived up to its billing as a truly 
global event of the game of kings that enriches lives in so 

many ways.
In ten days of high octane demonstration of talent and horse power,  

Fifth Chukker distinguished itself as the biggest winner in carting home  
the two most coveted prizes, as well as two subsidiary cups. By outclassing 
all comers, the team turned the tournament into its own field of dreams and 
rich pickings. 

For the top prize Majekodunmi cup, three previous winners were among 
the four teams that entered the high goal extravaganza. Fifth Chukker 
Ironclad, powered by polo supremo, Adamu Atta and the emerging golden 
Boy of Lagos polo, Obafemi Otudeko joined defending Champions  
Kano Titans, three-time winners Auden Delaney and new comers  
Kano Keffi Ponys in the hunt for the title of “Best Team in Nigeria.”

 After two rounds of matches and two wins each, it was Fifth Chukker 
Ironclad and Auden Delaney that had the momentum to claim the high goal 
prize in the final showdown. Argentine playmakers Ezequiel Martinez and 
Tito Ginazu , arguably the best two 7-goalers in the world, put in sparkling 
performances for Fifth Chukker, combining brilliantly with Atta and 
Otudeko to inspire the team to a 15-12 victory over Auden Delaney. 

“We haven’t had this feeling for a while now, it’s three years since we  
last won the Majek so this is well deserved,” said Atta. “We knew it would  
be tough; they (Auden Delaney) played hard and we knew they would  
come out blazing. We had a bit of a hard start but we got there in the end,” 
he added. 

Otudeko, who was celebrating his first ever Majekodunmi Cup title  
had a word too: “We put in all the hard work and every win gives you  
more confidence and hopefully we can build on this platform for the rest  
of the season.” 

The first week of the tournament had also ended on a high for  
Fifth Chukker who made good their pre tournament rating by winning 
the Open Cup, the tournament’s second most prestigious prize. The team 
(Rotimi Makanjuola, Adamu Atta, Diego White and Johan du Plooy) 
won the 11-goal contest by downing Shoreline (Tunde Karim, Juan Cruz, 
Santiago Estrada, Kola Karim ) in a tense and close final. The Oba of Lagos 
cup also went to the winners. 

Further down the handicap order, the tournament did not disappoint in 
tossing up unlikely upsets. Lagos Unity team turned their rookie rating to 
glittering gold in defeating top favorites Kano Triple K for the 2-goal  
Dansa Cup title. 

Whatever hopes the Kano contingent had of getting anyway near their last 
year’s dominant outing was jettison by Lagos Ark/ Goodfellows who defeated 
Kano Susplan to win the 7-goal Low Cup and complete a clean sweep of all 
the four major titles by Lagos teams.

At presentations, Evelyn Oputu, Managing Director of Bank of Industry 
draped the Best Playing Pony while former Nigerian Polo Association 
chairmen Umaru Shinkafi and Oluwole Rotimi presented trophies to teams 
and individuals. Segun Agbaje, Managing Director of principal sponsors GT 
Bank and the Argentine Ambassador, His Excellency Gustavo Dzugala took 
turns to hand out prizes too.

It was an attestation of the high standard of the tournament that 1-goaler 
Otudeko got the MVP Award while his pony ‘Maya’ was adjudged “Best 
Playing Pony.” Ace photographer Sheyi Afolabi captured imagery of the 
tournament for Fifth Chukker Magazine to reveal the sportsmanship, skill 
passion and personalities behind the game.

Other sponsors of the tournament include Veuve Clicquot, Union Bank, 
ChapelHill Denham, UBS, Unity Bank, Caverton Group, Dansa Foods, 
Dangote, Southern Sun Hotel, Smooth FM, Beat FM, Delaney, Total, Polo 

Limited, Sony, Power horse and Avion Continental Group. The elated  
Lagos Polo Club captain Musty Fashinro attributed the success of Lagos 
teams to hard work and determination. He however commended the visiting 
teams for giving the host teams a decent run. “We were just too determined 
not to allow all the titles to be hauled off by the away teams as happened  
last year,” he pointed out.

Tournament Manager Bode Makanjuola expressed his appreciation to 
everyone, particularly the sponsors. “We continue to be grateful to our 
numerous sponsors for their steadfast support over the years ensuring the 
successful hosting of this international polo event.”

For MTN Sponsorship Manager, Dola Bamboye, “It was absolutely 
an outstanding tournament both on and off the field. We listen to our 
customers and we ensure that we give them the best service tailored to meet 
their lifestyle and we will continue making them happy through polo and 
sports in general.” 

Despite intermittent interruptions by rain occasioning relocation of some 
matches to a private ranch 20 kilometres away, it was the brighter moments, 
such as new players making their tournament debut, local entertainers 
raising the decibel at the gala night, and that transcendental display of 
elite application and thoroughbred sportsmanship by Fifth Chukker that 
collectively define the 2014 Lagos International Polo for what it has always 
been – something truly classic.

Fifth Chukker Double Seals 

LAGOS POLO
By Ernest Ekpenyong, Images by Sheyi Afolabi

Team Fifth Chukker: Adamu Atta, Diego White, Rotimi Makanjuola and Johan du Plooy
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2014 LAGOS POLO TOURNAMENT2014 LAGOS POLO TOURNAMENT

Team Fifth Chukker Iron-Clad: Tito Ginazu, Ezequiel Martinez, Adamu Atta and Obafemi Otudeko receiving the Majekodunmi Cup with the Argentine Ambassador, Gustavo Dzugala President of the Lagos Polo Club, Habeeb Fasinro greeting with Oba of Lagos 

Team Auden Delaney: Damian Duncan, Musty Fashinro, Marcelo Pascal, Frankie Menendes and Tayo Awogboro Prince Albert Esiri greeting with Oba of Lagos
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POLO PEOPLE POLO PEOPLE

1. The arrival  of the horses | 2. Babangida Hassan | 3. Tunde Karim’s 
Shoreline Energy Team | 4. Onyeka Udeh | 5. Habeeb fashinro and 
Umaru Shinkafi | 6. Ahmed Joda and Dolapo Akinrele | 7. Johan du 
Plooy, Adamu Atta, Diego White and Kola Karim | 8. Ciccio and 
friends | 9. Chris Bethell, Campbell Macnab, Mustapha Fasinro, 
Roger Woodbridge and Charles Seavill | 10. Habeeb Fasinro shaking 
hands with Adamu Atta |11. Final prize giving for Majekodunmi Cup 
winners, Fifth Chukker Iron Clad | 12. President of the Lagos Polo 
Club, Habeeb Fasinro, MD of GT Bank, Segun Agbaje |  
13. Onyeka and Cicco 
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Structurally designed in accordance with earthquake 'seismic' requirements

Sloane House boasts everything a city centre has while bene�ting from the
serenity of the suburb.

MF Building, Abelenkpe, Accra
Tel:  +233 302 777234

Fax:  +233 302 780575
Mobile:  +233 544 349771

info@comlandghana.com
info@sloanehouse.com.gh

www.sloanehouse.com.gh

In the heart of Accra in Ghana lies a haven of comfort and
modern luxury: Sloane House.

Making its home in the airport residential suburb of Accra, Sloane
House represents the height of contemporary living and enjoy a
Superior location and lush surroundings...

*5 minutes drive from the international airport and Accra Mall.
*15 minutes drive from the Central Business District (CBD) and Osu
Street (Accra best shopping address).

At the heart of lifestyle

your goal,
your home,

your lifestyle.



BEACH POLO

10th Anniversary Worldwide Beach Polo Concept in Dubai

JULIUS BAER 
BEACH POLO



Team Information
Julius Baer
1.  Patron: Rashid Al Habtoor 
 Handicap: 0  Country: UAE

2. Khalaf Al Habtoor
 Present Handicap: 0  Country: UAE

3. Juan Cruz Guevara  
 Handicap: 6  Country: Argentina

VistaJet Bombardier 
1. Patron: Mohammed Al Habtoor
 Handicap: 0  Country: UAE

2. Habtoor Al Habtoor
 Present Handicap: 0  Country: UAE

3. Guillermo Cuitino 
 Handicap: 6  Country: Argentina

LindtMaster Swiss Choclatiers 
1. Patron: Mr.PieroDillier
 Handicap: 0  Country: Switzerland

2. Dr. Thomas M. Rinderknecht 
 Present Handicap: 0  Country: Switzerland

3. Lucas Labat
 Handicap: 6  Country: Argentina

Maradiva Team
1. Patron: Stuart Wrigley
 Handicap: 0  Country: UAE

2. Mohammed bin Drai 
 Present Handicap: 0  Country: UAE

3. Maxi Malacalza
 Handicap: 6  Country: Argentina

Results
11th  April

6.00pm  Lindtvs Julius (8-11)
7.30pm  VistaJet Bombardier vs.  

Maradiva (9-7)

12th April

5.30pm  3rd/4th place:  
Maradiva vs. Lindt 9-6

7.15pm  Final VistaJet Bombardier vs.  
Julius Baer 8-4

8.30pm Closing Ceremony

Result Final
Chukka 
1: 1-1
2: 3-2
3: 5-2
4: 8-4

Goals JB 
Juan Cruz Guevara (4) 

Goals VistaJet Bombardier
Habtoor Al Habtoor (1)
Guillermo Cuitino (7) (BEST PLAYER)
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T
he Julius Baer Beach Polo Cup Dubai 
2014 presented by Cadillac, was claimed 
on Saturday night by an 8-4 VistaJet 
Bombardier victory over the title sponsors, 
following two days of furious polo action 

on the sand, marking the 10th year since the popular polo 
event was created.

Stars of the international sporting sphere and the silver 
screen had front row seats to the action with Argentine 
footballer, Diego Maradona and Hollywood actors, Michelle 
Rodriguez and Tyrese Gibson soaking up the glamorous 
Beach Polo vibe. 

The beach polo concept, which owes its origins to an idea 
brought into being by Dubai-based mamemo productions 
in 2004, has travelled the world since the inaugural 
tournament in Dubai. It is nowback in its original host 
city for a special floodlit anniversary renewal, supported by 
Dubai Sports Council.

The on-pitch drama played out between four select teams 
over two evenings on a purpose-built arena at Skydive Dubai 
in front of an enthusiastic polo crowd. There was no lack  
of on-field rivalry during the grand final as the results 
from day 1 pitted brother against brother in a fight for the 
coveted title. 

Rashid Al Habtoor, the Dubai Polo Club chairman, had 
led his side, Julius Baer to victory in 2013, while his brother, 
Mohammed Al Habtoor, patron of winners, VistaJet 
Bombardier is no stranger to Beach Polo triumph, having 
claimed the first three Dubai-based tournaments from  
2004-2006. 

Julius Baer appeared to hold a strong hand having set 
up their final-round clash thanks in no small part to the 
prodigious Argentine goal-scorer, Juan Cruz Geuvara, a 
six-goal handicap, who scored all of his side’s goals in their 
opening-day 8-11 defeat of Lindt Master Chocolatiers. 

Yet his potency was contained by VistaJet Bombardier in 
the final. Instead the winning side’s Argentine professional, 
Guillermo Cuitino, also rated six, possessed the magic 
mallet, scoring all bar one of his team’s goals. That 
performance was good enough to see Cuitino named the 
Cadillac Most Valuable Player of the tournament. And it 
was accomplished Emirati, Habtoor Al Habtoor, himself a 
stand-out player of the tournament, who notched once in 
opening chukker for VistaJet Bombardier. 

VistaJet Bombardier patron, Mohammed Al Habtoor 
said: “I was on the winning team for the first three renewals 
of Beach Polo although we lost it last year in Dubai, so 
to win against such strong opponents, who were also the 
defending champions, is a fantastic end to the UAE polo 
season. It’s great to lift the trophy in the 10th anniversary 
year. We are very happy with this result.”

The Maradiva team won the third-place play-off 
following a 9-6 victory over Lindt in the early game of  
the evening.

VistaJet Bombardier set up their grand final meeting 
with Julius Baer after seeing off first-day rivals, Maradiva 
in a 9-7 encounter. The winners benefitted from a potent 
combination of Argentine point man, Guillermo Cuitino 
and Emirati ace, Habtoor Al Habtoor, who scored five and 
four times respectively. 

Every Maradiva player made it onto the score sheet, with 
Maxi Malacalza notching five while Stuart Wrigley and 
Mohammed Bin Drai both claimed one apiece.

Julius Baer was supporting the event for the second 
consecutive year. Daniel Savary, Head of Eastern 
Mediterranean, Middle East and Africa (EMMEA), Bank 
Julius Baer, said: “We are once again proud to have returned 
as title and team sponsors for the Julius Baer Beach Polo 
Cup for a second consecutive year. As the leading Swiss 
private bank with a longstanding heritage of providing 
the highest quality of services, an important part of our 
focus has been to support activities globally that embody 
the values we have embodied since our inception. Polo 
symbolises these attributes of tradition, team spirit and 
excellence, and we have also chosen to support the sport 
here because we recognise its value to the community in 
the UAE. We are pleased to have seen the strong response 
to the event and look forward to further reinforcing our 
commitment to the country by supporting similar events in 
the future.” 

The showpiece tournament, attended by almost 6,000 
people across two days, brings the curtain down on the 
UAE’s competitive polo season. It was supported by the 
attendance of HH Sheikh Mohamed bin Sultan bin 
Hamdan Al Nayhan and Dr Ahmed Al Sherif, Secretary 
General of Dubai Sports Council. 

Presenting sponsor, Cadillac took the opportunity to 
showcase the 2015 Cadillac Escalade for the first time in  
the Middle East.

“We are really proud to be part of one of the most 
luxurious equestrian events in the UAE,” said Nadim 
Ghrayeb, Brand Manager for Cadillac Middle East.  
“We were also excited to see the attendees make the most  
of the opportunity to be some of the first to experience 
the all-new 2015 Cadillac Escalade; our sophisticated, 
luxury SUV that sets new benchmarks for hand-tailored 
craftsmanship and technology”.

Sam Katiela, Beach Polo Cup founder and organiser, said: 
“We are very proud of the success of this event. Over the last 
decade this concept has really put Dubai and the UAE on 
the top of polo world map. 

“We have been able to stage a world-class event, 
organised, managed and created by companies in the UAE 
and this is a formula which has been transported all over the 
world. We feel that this special 10th anniversary celebration 
of Beach Polo really does justice to the popular concept  
and we’d like to thank everyone involved in making this 
weekend possible.”

The two-day extravaganza was officially opened on  
Friday evening with a spectacular opening ceremony display 
and the first game began when a member of the Skydive 
Dubai team parachuted into the arena with the official 
match ball. The eventalso featured an auction in aid of the 
Al Noor Training Centre for Children with Special Needs, 
with much interest generated by team sponsor, Lindt Master 
Chocolatiers’ donation of a specially-created piece  
of chocolate art.
For more information on the Julius Baer Beach Polo 
Cup Dubai 2014 presented by Cadillac, please visit:  
www.beachpolocup.com
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The moment of truth arrived. The world’s most expected polo competition was ready 
to start. The 120th. Argentine Polo Open Championship, in Palermo, kicked off on 
November 16, and the much awaited final was due on December 7. 

THE TRIPLE CROWN 
of Polo in Argentina

T
he Triple Crown in Argentina is the most coveted polo 
achievement worldwide. It is comprised by the three 
most important polo competitions – the Tortugas Open, 
the Hurlingham Open and the Argentine Polo Open 
Championship. These are the only three tournaments 

worldwide that feature the best and highest rated teams. The Triple 
Crown starts by mid-September and comes to an end in early December.

The Tortugas Open is played at the Tortugas Country Club, situated 
around 30 km from the city of Buenos Aires. The Hurlingham Open 
takes place at the Hurlingham Club, founded in 1888 by the English 
pioneers, who brought polo to Argentina. 

The Argentine Polo Open Championship is definetly the dream of 

every polo player. It is played on the grounds at the Campo Argentino  
de Polo, Palermo, the “Cathedral”, compared to Wimbledon, the  
Masters of Augusta or the Formula One Monaco Grand Prix, as one of 
the most exclusive sports events worldwide. Around 16,000 spectators 
from all over the world go to Palermo to watch the year’s most awaited 
polo final.
Five teams have won the Triple Crown: 
- Coronel Suarez (1972, 1974, 1975, 1977)
- Santa Ana (1973)
- Ellerstina (1994, 2010)
- La Aguada (2003)
- La Dolfina (2013)
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The Triple Crown gives polo fans the fabulous opportunity to watch  
the world’s best polo players and horses in action. 

TRIPLE CROWN ARGENTINA 2013
 

TORTUGAS OPEN

The 2013 edition of the Triple Crown started on Tuesday September 24 
and the final was due on October 12. The six highest handicapped teams 
played the first stage, the Tortugas Open: title holders, Ellerstina, La 
Dolfina, La Natividad, La Aguada, La Aguada Las Monjitas and Alegria.

The Tortugas Open was a big challenge for La Dolfina, the foursome 
led by the world’s top player, Adolfo Cambiaso, a team who have 
numerous achievements but never won this tournament, nor the Triple 
Crown, despite being runner up many times (Cambiaso, won the Triple 
Crown, as a member of Ellerstina, in 1994). 

It was another history for Ellerstina: the Pieres-Aguerre foursome won 
the six previous editions of the Tortugas Open, all of them against La 
Dolfina. For Ellerstina was a matter of making history; for La Dolfina, 
the big opportunity for a rematch.

La Dolfina started the season with a stronger attitude and more team 
play, conducted by their new coach, former 10-goaler and winner of the 
Argentine Open, Milo Fernández Araujo. They won their league, by 
defeating La Aguada Las Monjitas and La Natividad and earned their 
spot in the final. On their side, Ellerstina arrived to the final after beating 
both La Aguada and Alegria.

Once again, as it’s been happening at least in the last five years, La 
Dolfina and Ellerstina met up to play another final of the Triple Crown. 
A new chapter of the saga of what’s already a classic of polo.

La Dolfina and Ellerstina played a very hard fought game. Despite La 

Dolfina remained in the lead during the first four chukkers, Ellerstina 
put enough pressure that took them to a couple of ties in the score (11-
11 and 13-13 in the fifth and sixth chukkers, respectively). A new tie 
followed in the last chukker (14-14), but La Dolfina’s quick reply with 
two goals allowed them to secure the title with only 15 seconds on  
the clock. They did it: La Dolfina took the Tortugas Open home for  
the first time.

120TH. HURLINGHAM OPEN

The second round of the Triple Crown, the Hurlingham Open, the oldest 
polo tournament in Argentina, started on October 15 and the final was 
played on November 9. The Hurlingham Open featured eight teams, 
with two joining the highest handicapped foursomes who played the 
Tortugas Open: Magual and Chapaleufu. These two teams came up from 
a previous playoff, a small yet very competitive tournament that brings 
another two teams to play the two most important polo tournaments,  
the Hurlingham Open and the Tortugas Open.

With the Tortugas Open under their arms, title holders, La Dolfina 
were aiming to win the second stage of the Triple Crown, that presents 
the traditional Ayshire Cup. They were joined in League A by La Aguada, 
Alegria, and Chapaleufu.

League B featured last year’s runner up, Ellerstina, along with  
La Natividad, La Aguada Las Monjitas and La Natividad.

La Dolfina dominated League A quite easily; with Adolfo Cambiaso 
on command, they even improved their performance from the Tortugas 
Open, They took high score wins in their first two games (22-10 against 
Chapaleufu, and 19-10 against Alegria), and they even played one of the 
best matches of the season, the league decider against La Aguada, which 
La Dolfina won by a 18-15 score. For Ellerstina, the way to the final 
was a bit tougher. With Nicolás Pieres out of action, due to an injury 
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“I’m very happy with the team. We have a fabulous human group, and we are playing more  
as a team, more concentrated. The honours go to our coach, Milo Fenández Araujo who 

brought us together on the human side. He focused on our concentration, making us play 
better since the first match in Tortugas, with a stronger attitude. This team needed more 

friendship, more complicity. And we got it.

I never get relaxed. I mean, if I don’t work, the whole team don’t work either. The four  
of us have to remain concentrated in order to make the team work well. We feel we have  

to do everything as simple as possible. Doing that, the team can play a lot more.
Our goal for 2014 is win all we can. This team can give much, much more.  

We haven´t reached the top yet.”

ADOLFO CAMBIASO 

THE TRIPLE CROWN – ARGENTINATHE TRIPLE CROWN – ARGENTINA
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on his riding thorn muscle in the first game against Magual, they had to 
re-group with his replacement, Francisco de Narvaez Jr. However, they 
managed to win their three league games against Magual, La Aguada 
Las Monjitas and La Natividad, and were about to meet La Dolfina in 
another final, which had a couple of delays due to rains. However, this 
delay, allowed Nicolás Pieres to do a speedy recovery, and was able to play 
the championship game.

The final of the Hurlingham Open was another fierce demonstration 
of the sport at its highest. Not only both teams played a great match, 
but also there was Adolfo Cambiaso playing one of the best games of the 
latest years. 

Following a stronger start by Ellerstina, taking a 3-1 lead in the first 
chukka, the match became more leveled, with slight advantages for  
La Dolfina and a 7-7 tie in the third chukka.

By the end of the sixth chukka, La Dolfina made an impressive 
comeback; they scored three goal to take a 14-11 lead, but Ellerstina 
maintained the pressure to cut the margin to one goal with only one 
chukka left (14-15 by the end of the seventh chukka).

Ellerstina’s hopes to win the match were torn into pieces in the last 
chukka, courtesy of Adolfo Cambiaso and David Stirling. With two 
goals apice, they took La Dolfina to a 18-14 lead and the match was 
already done. Ellerstina could score a couple of times, thorugh the Pieres 
brothers, Gonzalo Jr. and Facundo, but that was it. La Dolfina retained 
the title, which meant another step ahead towards the Triple Crown.

120TH. ARGENTINE POLO OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP, PALERMO

The moment of truth arrived. The world’s most expected polo 
competition was ready to start. The 120th. Argentine Polo Open 
Championship, in Palermo, kicked off on November 16, and the  
much awaited final was due on December 7.

Everybody were expecting another big final against title holders, 
Ellerstina and La Dolfina; the previous performances of the latter at  
the Tortugas Open and the Hurlingham Open gave them some  
more advantage. Maybe it was time for them to obtain their first  
ever Triple Crown…

But no one, absolutely no one expected the huge surprise that the 
Argentine Open would feature to every polo fan…

League A was comprised by Ellerstina, Alegria, La Aguada and 
Chapaleufu. Meanwhile, and joining La Dolfina in League B were  
La Natividad, La Aguada Las Monjitas and La Natividad.

Let’s start with La Dolfina. The Argentine Open was almost like a walk 
in the park for Cambiaso and Co. They won each of their league games 
very easily, with complete control over their rivals. No surprise at all, and 
as an example, La Dolfina was comfortably leading 10-4 by half time in 
the league decider against La Natividad, widening that advantage chukka 
after chukka, to get the spot in the final.

However, it wasn’t going to be that perfect for La Dolfina: with 45 
left in regulation time at the league decider, La Dolfina’s talented back, 
Juan Martin Nero, broke his thumb finger of the right hand. The injury 
was confirmed during the week, and Nero was unable to play the final. 
He was replaced by Sebastián Merlos, a former member of La Dolfina, 
winner of the Open in 2002.

Expect the unexpected, and that was what happened in League B.  
Title holders, Ellerstina, won their first match against Chapaleufu 23-14. 
But the problems started in their second league match against La Aguada. 
A very tight contest, 39-goal Ellerstina needed extra efforts and an extra 
chukka to beat a determined 31-goal La Aguada foursome.

This was not about to be the only surprise in League B. The other 
was called Alegria, a foursome led by Canadian Fred Mannix, who was 
playing the qualifiers just a couple of years ago, and made their debut in 
the complete Triple Crown in 2013. A very young and talented team, 

that featured the skills of two young guns, Pablo Pieres Jr. and Hilario 
Ulloa, plus the experience of Lucas Monteverde. 

Showing solid team play both in attack and defence thoroghout  
the whole tournament and led by the goals of their “lethal weapon”, 
Pablo Pieres (“Polito”), Alegria played the league decider against 
Ellerstina, a tough challenge for both sides. 

After three very balanced chukkas, things changed in the fourth 
episode, when Alegria took their first lead (9-7). From then on,  
Fred Mannix and Co. took control of the situation; as a result, they  
upset Ellerstina thoroghout the next chukkas and put more and more 
pressure on their rivals who by the end of the seventh chukka, were 
totally overwhelmed.

With a 17-13 lead by the start of the last chukka, Alegria put the ice 
on the cake with two more goals to win the match and a spot in the 
final of the Argentine Open. A different final, the first without Ellerstina 
since 2006. Honours went to Alegria, to Fred Mannix, the man who was 
playing the qualifiers only two years ago and who became the second 
Canadian in history to play an Argentine Open final since Lewis Lacey  
in 1929.

So, what to expect about the final? Would La Dolfina get their first 
Triple Crown? Would Alegria hit big and take the most desired polo title 
in the world? 

La Dolfina had a better start, with a 5-3 lead by the end of the second 
chukka. A spectacular comeback by Alegria, who tied in the next two 
chukkas, give some hopes to make it possible. But when it comes to 
Palermo, La Dolfina gets bigger and bigger. They held Alegria scoreless in 
the fifth and sixth chukkas, and with Cambiaso on the lead, they re-took 
control of the match. It was Cambiaso himself who scored a spectacular 
goal in the eighth and definitive chukka, to give La Dolfina the 16-11 
win, the title of the Argentine Open, and their first ever Triple Crown. 
The dream came true…

“But no one, absolutely no one 
expected the huge surprise that  
the Argentine Open would feature  
to every polo fan...”
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High-goal polo patron Ali Albwardy’s Desert Palm Resort is an equine haven.  
In the final week of February it becomes a byword for polo luxury too.  
This is the date for the Cartier International Dubai Polo Challenge –  

now in its ninth year. by Diana Butler, Images by Tony Ramirez

Cartier 
INTERNATIONAL
DUBAIOASIS OF SPORT AND STYLE

CARTIER INTERNATIONAL DUBAI
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O
f course with Cartier as title sponsor, HRH Princess  
Haya Bint Al Hussein, wife of the Ruler of Dubai,  
as patron, and the UK’s Guards Polo Club in the  
United Arab Emirates to manage the event, it is not 
surprising that the Cartier polo exudes charm and 

elegance. Add La Martina into this heady mix as official team shirt 
supplier and the players rival Cartier’s fabulous guests in the style  
stakes too.

Guards Polo Club CEO Neil Hobday explained the importance of this 
day in the polo calendar: “Guards Polo Club created the International 
Day format in the UAE almost a decade ago in association with Cartier 
and the successful implementation of our international strategy has 
ensured that the Cartier International Dubai Polo Challenge is now 
considered the benchmark for such polo events across the globe. By 
combining several traditional, English elements of the game, including 
royal patronage, competitive pro/am polo, excellent umpiring and perfect 
timekeeping, along with many references to the culture of the region,  
the Cartier International Dubai Polo Challenge is rightfully recognised  
as the Number One Must Have Invitation in Dubai.”

Despite such luxury and glamour, the focus remains on the polo.  
This tournament may have begun life as a solo exhibition match in  
2006, but it has developed into a week-long, 14-goal tournament,  
which attracts leading polo patrons from Europe and the Middle East. 
This eclectic mix was represented perfectly by the winning Cartier  
team – headed up by Swiss born Adriano Agosti and Dubai national 
Saeed Bin Drai. 

Cartier (who received half a goal on handicap) had dominated the 
league stages of the competition, thanks to some brilliant play from 
the Argentine professional Raul Laplacette and so it was not surprising 
to find them in Saturday’s final. However their opposition, CNN, 
was a bigger shock. Saudi patron Amr Zedan and Abu Dhabi’s Faris 
Al Yabhouni may have lost their first games, but produced some great 
polo as the week progressed. Fielding the only 10-goaler on the field, 
Uruguayan David “Pelon” Stirling, he propelled them into the most 
exciting final in the competition’s history. Unfortunately for them 
this was where their story ended, as CNN could find few answers to 
Laplacette’s game and Cartier won the match 11.5 -7.

Not surprisingly, Laplacette, a new name to this competition, but 
clearly a player who will be featuring in plenty more high profile polo  
as the year progresses, was named La Martina Most Valuable Player. His 
co-patron, Saeed Bin Drai was awarded the Best Playing Pony Prize, also 
supported by La Martina, for his seven-year-old mare Cata, which had 
been played by Laplacette in the final. 

All the prizes were awarded by HH Sheikh Mansour bin Mohammed 
Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, who was representing the tournament’s patron, 
HRH Princess Haya. He was accompanied by Ali Albwardy, Laurent 
Gaborit, Managing Director of Cartier Middle East, India and Africa 
and Cartier’s leading VIP guest, the model Miss Poppy Delevingne, an 
ambassador for the British Fashion Council. 

Last year’s winner, HH Sheikha Maitha, had to settle for third place 
this time around and the Desert Palm trophy. The Sheikha won the 
tournament on her debut in 2012 playing for the Desert Palm team, but 
this year was playing with her own UAE Polo Team. Co-patroned by 
Mohammed Al Habtoor, a member of an influential polo family in the 
region, they defeated Albwardy’s sons, Tariq and Rashid in this match, 
traditionally the first game on finals day. 

Whatever the results though, the region was the ultimate winner.  
As Neil Hobday explained: “By creating such a prestigious event in 
Dubai, Guards Polo Club has been instrumental in helping to develop 
polo in the UAE and this was very much reflected in this year’s 
tournament, with all but one of the patrons coming from the region.”



Cartier International  
Dubai Polo Challenge
Cartier (Red) 
•  Adriano Agosti (CH) 0 
•  Saeed Bin Drai (UAE) 0 
•  Francisco Elizalde (ARG) 7 
•  Raul Laplacette (ARG) 6 

CNN (Blue) 
•  Amr Zedan (KSA) 0 
•  Al Yabhouni (UAE) 0 
•  Facundo Fernandez Llorente (ARG) 4 

•  David Stirling (URU) 10

Desert Palm Trophy
Desert Palm (Grey) 
•  Tariq Albwardy (UAE) 1
•  Rashid Albwardy (UAE) 2 
•  Martin Valent (ARG) 5 
•  Facundo Castagnola (ARG) 6. 

UAE Polo Team (Black) 
•  HH Sheikha Maitha (UAE) 0 
•  Alfredo Cappella (ARG) 8 
•  Guillermo Cuitino (ARG) 6 
•  Mohammed Al Habtoor (UAE) 0
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T
he team made by Ali Al Merri, Oscar Colombres,  
Facundo Sola and Pelayo Berazadi successfully defended 
2013 Gold Cup title and also raised the second trophy 
in a row at the Dubai Polo Gold Cup Series after also 
winning the Mc Laren Silver Cup.

With a full speed start, Ghantoot achieved to control the final from  
the first chukka despite of the great reaction of Habtoor in the last  
seven minutes to close the gap to only two goals.Pelayo Berazadi was the 
MVP of the final and Cenicienta, played by Facundo Sola, was the BPP 
of the game.

Before the most important match of the season, Mahra defeated  
Bin Drai in over time by 8 goals to 7 to raise the Power Horse Cup.

A great goal scored by Santiago Cernadas gave patron Rashid Al 
Habtoor team the victory after a tight match full of emotion and  
great polo.

With the coronation of Ghantoot ADCB as the best team of the  
season the Dubai Polo Gold Cup Series 2014 came to an end.

With a record of ten teams taking part in the season of great polo, 
amazing matches and excellent organization, the Dubai Polo Gold Cup 
Series continues growing in the international polo calendar.

Thanks to the Dubai Polo Gold Cup Series, Dubai is one of the most 
attractive spots in the polo world and next year, with the handicap level 
increasing to 18 goals, the best players and polo is guaranteed.

THE DUBAI POLO GOLD CUP SERIES 2014  

IN ITS FIFTH YEAR OF SUCCESS

Under the patronage of His Highness Sheikh Maktoum bin Mohammed 
bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Deputy Ruler of Dubai, this is the fifth year 
in a row that the much anticipated event was held. It took place at the 
Dubai Polo and Equestrian Club at the Arabian Ranches in Dubai.  

POLO PEOPLEDUBAI GOLD CUP
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Ghantoot ADCB won the Bentley Emirates Gold Cup, the most  
important tournament of the UAE polo season, after defeating  

Habtoor Polo in the final by 7 goals to 5.

Ghantoot ADCB  
wins the

BENTLEY EMIRATES GOLD CUP 
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DUBAI GOLD CUP

Ten teams were competing at this year’s Dubai Polo Gold Cup Series
The tournament kick off was with the McLaren Cup, that began 

February 1 till February 15, and followed by the Bentley Emirates Dubai 
Polo Gold Cup February 24th till March 14th.

The Dubai Polo Gold Cup Series is the fourth-largest tournament of 
its kind after Argentina, the US and the UK. Each year the event reaches 
new heights growing in tandem with the city of Dubai which has quickly 
gained popularity and found its place on the Polo world stage. 

In 2012, the Dubai Gold Cup Series was recognized by the World 
Polo Tour (WPT) and this year at the WPT annual meeting committee, 
decided that the Dubai Polo Gold Cup Tournament gets the highest 
tournament in points inside the Challenge Cup Category.

Played under the banner of the Hurlingham Polo Association (HPA), 
the Gold Cup is being played according to HPA rules and the provision 
of umpires will be managed under strict international supervision by 
the HPA. For this season we have the 16 goal handicap. This means 
the Dubai Polo Gold Cup Series (Dubai Open) is now the highest 
handicapped tournament in the Middle East, Africa and Asia.

With its exciting mix of top-class sportsmanship and glamour, it 
has earned a reputation as one of the most prestigious events on the 
international polo calendar. Next year it looks set to be more popular 
than ever and some of the most respected names from the world of polo 
have confirmed their participation.

“I am proud to say the Dubai Polo Gold Cup is well established and 
now running into its sixth year,” message by Mohammed Al Habtoor,  
the Chairman of the Dubai Polo Gold Cup Series. 

“The ‘Dubai Open’ has earned itself a worldwide reputation thanks to 
the commitment from the patrons and teams that have participated over 
the years. This year we had a record number of ten teams – with some 
very well-known polo names participating yet again! It has been an honor 
to Chair such a prestigious tournament over the years and to watch it 
grow to what it is today. 

The Dubai Polo Gold Cup has achieved so much in such a short space 
of time. What started out as a 10-12 handicap game in 2010 is now the 
highest handicap tournament in the Middle East – with a 16 high goal 
handicap. But that’s not all… we are currently studying upping the stakes 
even further – to an 18 goal handicap next year! This will without a 
doubt increase competition even further.
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Fifth Chukker’s ‘Artist In Residence’ 
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POLLY ALAKIJA

D
uring the course of the six-month Artist-in-Residence program, Polly 
creatively immersed herself into every aspect of the Fifth Chukker Polo 
& Country Club and the wider Kangimi Resort. 

From her visits to the fishing village and Fulani settlements, to being 
pitch side at weekend polo chukka’s, Polly was able to both engage and 

capture the true essence of the club and those who make its valuable existence possible .
Building on the unique collection of large canvas paintings and pastel sketches, Polly 

went on to paint and create exclusive limited edition prints of a scene from the fishing 
village wrapped across Fifth Chukkers 1960 Stern water tanker, the resorts savannah 
landscape dotted with ancient baobab trees across a leather Argentinian polo saddle and 
the pink bougainvillea flower’s, found in abundance at Fifth Chukker, across a pair of 
leather Argentinian polo boots. 

Going beyond the resorts boundaries and scaling up on the projects financial pledge 
to UNICEF from the sales of the artwork, Polly was able to build on the established 
CSR program that Fifth Chukker, Access Bank and UNICEF have jointly developed 
over the years by conducting a week long series of children’s work shops at the Adamu 
Atta Primary School.

Polly worked with and artistically educated other 1,000 children from the school in 
order to create a 32ft mural painting of the symbolic Nigerian Durbar celebrations.

POLLY ALAKIJA

moRnIng exeRCIse  – yeAR | 2014, fIfTh ChuKKeR, nIgeRIA, medIum | oIl on CAnVAs, dImensIon | 200Cm x 160Cm
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POLLY ALAKIJAPOLLY ALAKIJA

www.pollyAlAKIJApolo.Com |  Info@pollyAlAKIJApolo.Com

ARTIST PROFILE

Polly Alakija, a prolific painter, muralist, designer and 
illustrator who’s impressive art crushes modern day 
stereotypes and can be found in both private and 
corporate collections in South Africa, Nigeria, the  
US and the UK.

Polly’s group and solo exhibitions include: 

1987 : Solo exhibition. Malvern Workshops. UK.

1990 : Solo exhibition. Alliance Francaise, Ibadan, Nigeria.

1992 :  Joint show with Emily Nelson. Alliance Francaise, 

Ibadan, Nigeria.

1993 :  Joint show with Umaru Aliyu, Maraba Pottery. 

“Town and Country”. Avant Garde Gallery,  

Kaduna, Nigeria.

1994 : Solo exhibition. IITA . Ibadan, Nigeria.

1994 :  Joint show with Akin Alamu, Quintessence,  

Lagos, Nigeria.

2004 :  Solo exhibition. ”Games People Play”.  

The residence of Ekaba and Alan Davies,  

Lagos, Nigeria.

2006 :  Solo exhibition. “We Are Such Stuff as Dreams are 

Made Of”. AVA Gallery. Cape Town, South Africa.

2009 :  Solo exhibition. “The Dance Series”. AVA Gallery. 

Cape Town, South Africa.

2011 :  Commemorative exhibition with the textile 

collection of the late Judith Appio.”Akoja to 

Lewa”.Casa Labia, Muizenberg, South Africa.

2012 : Solo exhibition. The Hogarth Club. London. UK.

2014 :  Solo exhibition. ”Here and There”.  

The Wheatbaker Hotel. Lagos, Nigeria

2014 :  Solo exhibition “Kangimi Paintings”.  

Fifth Chukker Polo & Contry Club, Nigeria

ChuKKA 2 – yeAR | 2014, fIfTh ChuKKeR, nIgeRIA, medIum | oIl on CAnVAs, dImensIon | 200Cm x 160Cm

Children workshop’s at the Adamu Atta Primary School



DUBAI
A World of Wonder
As the sun rises over the Persian Gulf, its rays find the Burj Khalifa 

and are reflected back like a mirror. The dawn sees the bustling food 
market come to life and thousands of swimming pools begin to 

sparkle in the early light as the city awakens...

By Lynn Houghton

Dubai was and still is rooted in Arab and Islam culture and has been an important  
port and centre for trade for many decades. Wealthy Persian merchants, who traded in 

pearl and textiles, built their homes here a 100 years ago. But the progression  
from Arab trading and fishing town to the Dubai of today, the opulent jewel in  

the crown of the Emirates, has been staggering. 

The wealth on display here is almost beyond description, with luxury brands and 
fashion designers as well as the best restaurants and hotels in the world all vying for  
the attention of princes, Sheikhs and well-off visitors. Here is an insider’s guide to  

some of the best food, shopping and experiences on offer in this unique city.



DUBAI
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HOTELS
 
There are a clutch of famous residences and hotels 
in Dubai that are extremely popular yet luxurious 
and offer something for those seeking exceptional 
accommodation. 

Hotels with awe inspiring architectural features are 
the Burj Al Arab, shaped like a sail, and the soaring 
Burj Khalifa. Both these high rises are hotels of 
distinction and offer luxurious accommodation for 
the discerning traveller. 

Atlantis the Palm, beyond its sensational location, 
the Atlantis has an incredible amount of amenities 
and attractions on offer for all the family including: 
shops, waterparks, beaches, bars and restaurants as 
well as the chane to swim with dolphins.

At the top end of the market are some quite 
remarkable properties. For a beach experience you 
can’t do better than Anantara the Palm Resort & 
Spa Dubai which has 12 Beach Pool Villas,  
18 Over Water Villas, and Three Two-Bedroom 
Villas. Designed with true Asian flair, and with 
Asian cuisine as well as Mediterranean served at four 
speciality venues, the property has three turquoise 
swimming lagoons, tennis courts and gyms, as well as 
the famous Anantara Spa. One and Only Le Royal 
Mirage is a princely property with palatial water 
features reminiscent of the luxury riads of Marrakech 
while One and Only the Palm offers private beaches 
and stunning views. 

For designer style. the new Armani Hotel is hard 
to beat. Its public areas (lobby and pool) are truly 
spectacular. And for something completely unique, 
Kempinski Hotel Mall of the Emirates with its 
Grand Ski Chalets is an alpine retreat in the middle 
of the desert, while the Bab Al Shams is a hotel 
which oozes traditional Emirati flair.
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DUBAI

FACUNDO PIERES’ 2013 WINS

Nations Cup, Palermo (representing 
Argentina, against the Rest of the World)

US Open, Palm Beach (for the second year 
with team Zacara)

Queen’s Cup, UK (Zacara)

Gold Cup, UK (Zacara)

Gold and Silver Cup, Sotogrande (Zacara)
Unbeaten in 19 games

MVP: Queen’s Cup, Gold Cup, US Open

RESTAURANTS

S
ome of the trendiest restaurants in the world are in Dubai and 
many are based in resorts or hotels. With over 5,000 restaurants 
within the city, there is every type of cuisine imaginable 
available to enjoy, including Emirati food. 

Last year The Vogue Café opened at the end of May with images from 
the Vogue archives providing the backdrop for this stylish eatery. Invited 
guests, including models Karolina Kurkova, Bianca Balti and Petra 
Nemcova, were served canapés of miniature dishes, such as lobster rolls 
and shrimp spring rolls, all washed down with inventive mocktails.  
The premises is situated, appropriately, within the Level Shoe District  
in the Dubai Mall. 

The Armani/Dubai Cafe in The Dubai Mall, is the latest addition to 
the premium Milanese restaurant concept created by Giorgio Armani and 
offers guests an Italian modern dining experience reflecting the personal 
taste of the fashion designer. Using only the best quality international 
ingredients, the restaurant is renowned for its homemade bread, 
croissants and pasta, classic Italian cuisine.

OKKU – the multi-award winning Japanese Restaurant and Lounge, 
located in the H hotel serves up unique signature dishes created by  
some of the most talented of chefs in the Middle East. With three 
distinctive areas, OKKU caters to different experiences; the ultra-chic  
bar, the mezzanine lounge (including VIP dining rooms), and the  
main restaurant with a live sushi bar. The wagyu beef and the black  
cod are a must. 

Atlantis the Palm Resort has a staggering 23 bars, restaurants and 
lounges with Nobu being the latest celebrity chef to open a restaurant 
here. The ocean life of the Ambassador Lagoon, with its 65,000 marine 
animals, is the backdrop for Ossiano, an award winning fish restaurant. 

THE PEAK OF DINING

Want to dine with a view? The list is extensive but perhaps you should 
start with the unparalleled vistas from Al Muntaha on the Burj Al Arab’s 
27th floor. This restaurant serves fine Modern European cuisine that is 
imaginative as well as innovative and stylish.

One should also indulge in a luxurious afternoon tea on the 122nd 
floor of Burj Khalifa. As well as an excellent menu, At.mosphere offers 
fantastic views over Dubai and the Downtown area.

Don’t miss these other restaurants with a view:
•  Al Dawaar at the Hyatt Regency Dubai. This is Dubai’s only rooftop 

revolving restaurant and serves an international buffet with panoramic 
views over the Arabian Gulf.

•  101 Dining Lounge and Bar, One&Only The Palm, has sweeping 
panoramic views of the Dubai skyline and beyond, the striking 101 
dining lounge opens onto a fashionable overwater chill-out lounge with 
seaside tables and bar. 

•  Aquara Restaurant and Lounge, with a backdrop of the shimmering 
lights of Dubai Marina and its magnificent yachts, is well known for its 
excellent seafood.

•  Pierchic, Al Qasr Hotel, Madinat Jumeirah is perched on stilts in the 
open water and considered one of the most romantic restaurants in 
Dubai. The Pierchic restaurant has uninterrupted views of the Arabian 
Gulf, the iconic Burj Al Arab, and a panorama of the beautiful Madinat 
Jumeirah resort as well.

•  The Observatory Restaurant at the Dubai Marriott Hotel on the 52nd 
floor with panoramic views across Dubai Marina and Palm Jumeirah.

•  Vu’s is one of the Dubai stalwarts. This elegant restaurant sits on the 
50th floor of the Jumeirah Estate Towers, and was once the highest 

point around for miles. Its glass floor to ceiling windows still offer a 
relatively good view.

•  At the Al Iwan, Burj Al Arab, the food is traditional and uncomplicated 
while the décor is resplendent and grand. This juxtaposition of 
simplicity and serious luxury showcases a great range of Arabic food. 

FINE DINING

There are many fine dining options that shouldn’t be missed such  
as Rhodes Mezzanine at Grosvenor House. Rhodes Mezzanine  
presents British classics with French flair by celebrity Michelin Star  
chef Gary Rhodes.

STAY by Yannick Alléno, One&Only The Palm, actually stands 
for ‘Simple Table Alléno Yannick’ and is known for an abstract yet 
uncomplicated menu, grounded in modern French cooking. For those 
looking for true Emirati cuisine, Al Fanar Restaurant is the perfect 
choice. Al Fanar offers a taste of Emirati cuisine, serving up traditional 
dishes that have become harder to find throughout the city. 

Aprons & Hammers is the place to go for freshly caught seafood. 
Climb aboard the historic dhow, don an apron and enjoy great quality 
seafood in laid back surroundings with views of Dubai Marina. 

The ultra-chic bar at OKKU
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SPAS
There is nothing more luxurious than a fantastic spa treatment. And 
some of the best spas in the northern hemisphere are right here in Dubai.

The Burj al Arab’s breathtakingly beautiful Assawan Spa & Health 
Club is possibly the best spa in Dubai and affords spectacular views from 
the 18th floor over the city. Located within the hotel, contemporary 
mosaics adorn the spa, culminating in an atmosphere of tranquil 
escapism. A haven of crystal clear pools, Assawan Spa & Health Club  
is a haven of wellbeing, relaxation and rejuvenation offering only the 
finest therapies. Choose from a range of pampering options that  
also include treatments for stress reduction or relaxation options, all 
delivered by professional therapists. This is an experience that is quite 
simply decadent. 

Well known for their aromatherapy treatments, The Spa at The 
Address is filled with the soothing fragrance of exquisite flowers and 
aromatic oils. There are The Spa at The Address locations in Dubai Mall, 
also downtown Dubai and Dubai Marina which are tranquil urban 
retreats where tension dissolves into serenity. There is also The Angsana 
Spa at the Address in Montgomerie Dubai makes use of the therapeutic 
sense of touch, and a fusion of techniques from the East and West to 
refresh and rejuvenate the body, mind and spirit.

The Spa at the Palace Downtown Dubai is nestled in the heart  
of an Arabian dream and has views of Burj Khalifa’s fountains from  
its pool. This spa is steeped in the wellness traditions of the Orient, 

The Spa at The Palace Downtown Dubai makes every visit a royal 
experience. It’s 24-hour Fitness Centre is fitted out with state-of-the-art 
equipment, and certified personal trainers who will tailor fitness  
regimens to help guests stay in the best of shape.

Within the luxurious Jumeirah Zabeel Saray Hotel, lies the palatial 
Talise Ottoman Spa. Winner of multiple awards including The World 
Travel Awards ‘UAE’s Leading Spa Resort’ in 2011 and 2012 and the 
‘Best Spa’ category in the Condé Nast Traveller Middle East Readers’ 
Choice Awards 2013. This spa with its 42 treatment rooms, eight 
hydrotherapy rooms, steam rooms, saunas, snow rooms, floating baths 
and two thalassotherapy pools, will quite literally blow guests away. At the 
heart of this spa, built from marble and exquisitely decorated with dark 
woods, mosaics and murals, is a Turkish hammam. The centuries-old 
tradition of hammam is based around a philosophy of community. It’s 
the perfect place to come together, relax and experience true indulgence.

NIGHTLIFE
The Dubai nightlife scene is one of the 
most fun and prestigious. Vanity Club is a 
new spot on the Dubai nightlife scene that 
is already creating a stir. The architecture, 
furnishings and interiors are elegant and 
effuse exclusivity. Dubai’s Time Out 
Magazine has chosen Iris as its Best New 
Bar in Dubai. With its live music, top 
quality drinks and über chic decor, this 
is about as impressive as new venues in 
Business Bay get. 

There is also the chance to discover the 
famous and unique Cavalli Club or 
enter Cirque Du Soir for a mesmerizing 
experience. Armani Prive, located in the 
world’s tallest tower, the Burj Khalifa, is a 
hot spot where you can then continue on 
till late at Movida or VIP room. Celebrity 
guests such as Wyclef and Jay Z have 
stopped by this St Tropez branded club 
which more than lives up to its ‘VIP’ name. 
All the way up on the 42nd and 43rd floors 
of the Shangri-La Hotel, sits The Act. 
Exported from Las Vegas , this cabaret-
themed nightspot is said to be the worlds 
high theatre and is a edgy and welcomed to 
the city’s nightlife scene.

Ladies Night – On a Tuesday, Dubai’s 
nightlife scene is dedicated to women 
where many venues offer free entry and 
drinks to woman.

DUBAI
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ACTIVITIES
SKYDIVING

Skydive Dubai (skydivedubai.ae) is one of the world’s premier 
skydiving locations. The sky-dives take place over manmade island, 
The Palm Jumeirah, and also the Dubai Marina. With beautiful and 
breath- 
taking views like these, it is hard for other destinations to compete 
with Skydive Dubai.

With a drop zone area size of 260,000m and a runway area size of  
60m x 700m (which is ¾ water and ¼ land) Skydive Dubai 
offers a unique experience for anyone keen to try out this sport. 
Skydive Dubai is a one stop destination for all skydivers, skydiving 
enthusiasts and visitors.

HORSE RACING

Horse Racing is an enormously popular sport as horses are valued as  
an integral part of Arab culture. The Dubai World Cup has a 
combined prize of US $27.25m and is the richest day of racing in 
the world. The annual event takes place in March each year and 
features nine races, highlighted by the US$10m Dubai World Cup 
sponsored by Emirates Airline.

Traditional sports such as falconry, camel racing and dhow sailing 
are still very popular in Dubai to this day.

FALCONRY

The ancient Arab tradition of falconry is something the Emiratis 
enjoy sharing with visitors. A typical daytime falconry course with 
tour operator, Travel and Culture, begins at dawn with a pickup at 
hotels and then a drive to the desert. A falconry expert, who handles 
falcons, owls and hawks, will give an in-depth introduction of the 
sport and techniques used in training and hunting with birds of prey. 
This will normally last about two – three hours. There is a purpose 
built camp housing the birds, also an indoor falconry centre where 
birds are weighed, beaks coped and talons trimmed; there are hoods 
and gloves for sale as well as all the equipment that is needed to 
practice the art of falconry. 

HOT AIR BALLOONING

A hot air balloon experience in the Arabian Desert is a unique 
opportunity to enjoy spectacular vistas from the air. In Dubai, hot 
air balloon tours usually begin at dawn. Guests are picked up at their 
hotels and there is a drive to the famous Dubai Desert Conservation 
Reserve, home to many indigenous species like oryx and gazelles. 
The balloon ride lasts for about one hour and light refreshments are 
served afterwards.

4X4 SAND DUNES ADVENTURES

Spills, thrills and chills is how 4X4 Dune buggy or jeep rides could 
be described. The 4X4s take on the desert sand dunes in this hugely 
popular and exciting activity. Also known as ‘Dune Bashing’, drivers 
are very experienced in handling driving on fine desert sand. With 
these 4X4 safaris, tour operators will often include an evening of 
BBQ food, belly dancing and camel rides. It is a full day for guests to 
experience the desert in thrilling style. 

CAMEL RIDING

Camel back rides through the desert are a very popular attraction 
especially for first time visitors to Dubai. This is the way the 
Bedouins traversed these lands and terrain for endless millennia.  
 

 
 
Beginners will be coached in how to ride a camel. Often sand 
boarding or quad bike riding are offered as well for those that book  
a day long excursion. 

SKI DUBAI 

Ski Dubai is an indoor ski resort with 22,500 square meters of 
indoor ski area. It is a part of the Mall of the Emirates, one of the 
largest shopping malls in the world. The slopes opened in November 
2005 to showcase a 85-meter-high indoor mountain with 5 slopes 
of varying steepness and difficulty, including a 400-metre-long run, 
the world’s first indoor black run, and various features (boxes, rails, 
kickers) that are changed on a regular basis.

SHOPPING

Fortnum & Mason
The newly opened Fortnum & Mason will bring a taste of English 
tradition to Dubai. The first store for the UAE, Fortnum & Mason 
Dubai is an elegant 9,400sq ft. destination featuring teas, hampers, 
jams and more. Fortnum & Mason Dubai is located adjacent to  
The Address in Downtown Dubai, opposite the Burj Khalifa and 
features a Tea Salon and the famous Piccadilly Food Hall.

Souqs
Dubai is famous for its traditional souqs (markets) which are 
Arabian-style covered outdoor bazaars. Exploring the souqs with 
their warren of lanes and central courtyards is nothing short of 
exhilarating. Very little compares with the atmosphere and chaos of 
the souq, with its colours and textures, cacophony of sounds and 
with shop owners competing for and bargaining with customers. 
Shop Deira Gold Souq for gold and jewellery; the Deira Spice Souq 
for exotic herbs and spices; Bur Dubai Souq for textiles and trinkets; 
and the Madinat Jumeirah or Souq Al Bahar, a modern take on the 
souq where you can find just about anything.

Luxury Shopping
The Dubai Mall is a magnificent shopping destination that is 
without compare and an excellent place to pick up those luxury 
brands that we all know and love. The Level Shoe District offers  
a carefully curated selection of brand name shoes from Berluti  
to Valentino. 

Located at interchange four on Sheikh Zayed Road, Mall of the 
Emirates is the world’s first shopping resort. The world-renowned 
Ski Dubai, the Middle East’s first indoor ski resort and snow  
park, is located here. The multi-level shopping centre currently 
features more than 560 international brands and department  
stores featuring fashion, lifestyle, sports, electronics as well as  
home furnishing outlets. 

ART GALLERIES

In recent years Dubai has become a focal point for contemporary 
Arabic and Persian art. Dubai’s small art district, in the Al-Quoz 
area, is home to cutting-edge galleries including Gallery Isabelle 
van den Eynd, Third Line and Meem Gallery. In the Bastakiya 
Quarter you’ll find beautiful examples of traditional Arabian arts at 
the excellent XVA Gallery, with a courtyard cafe, and Majlis Gallery 
with sculptures, ceramics, glass and furniture. Head to Sheikh Zayed 
Rd to visit Art Space, with local and international exhibitions, and 
B21, a modern art centre in a converted industrial warehouse.
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…COMING UP
THEME PARK IN DUBAI

Six Flags Entertainment Corporation has announced a new strategic 
partnership to bring a Six Flags-branded theme park to Dubai. The 
project is planned to open in late 2017 and will be located within the 
multi-themed park project in Jebel Ali launched by Meraas.
Due to open in 2020, the Falcon City of Wonders will be a unique 
tourist, entertainment and recreational destination which will have 
shopping malls, hotels, restaurants, health clubs and spas and parks. 
The park will capture the spirit of ancient civilizations and contain the 
architectural marvels of the world, combined with modern facilities. 
A city shaped like a falcon, it will boast life-size replicas of the Seven 
Wonders of the World - the Great Pyramid in Giza, the Hanging 
Gardens of Babylon, The Lighthouse at Alexandria, Taj Mahal, the 
Leaning Tower of Pisa, the Eiffel Tower and the Great Wall of China. 

DUBAI EXPO 2020 

It is with great excitement that Dubai is looking forward to hosting  
the World Expo in 2020 with the theme ‘Connecting Minds, Creating 
the Future’.

The World Expo in 2020 will be the first to be held in the Middle 
East, North Africa or South Asia. As the global community faces ever 
more complex, and increasingly interconnected challenges, Dubai Expo 
2020 will be a platform for connectivity to help pioneer new partnerships 
for growth and sustainability for the future.

“Connected thinking is the best hope for successful  
and peaceful existence in generations to come.”  
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum.

Dubai is an ever-expanding destination with its head in the clouds 
and its feet firmly in the Arabian sand. The sheer variety of experiences 
to have, cuisine to taste and things to do means that visitors will return 
again and again.

GETTING THERE

Flights from the UK to Dubai include a variety of operators:  
British Airways (www.ba.com) offers return flights from London to Dubai 
twice a day, with prices from £1295 for Business Class.

Dubai from London with Virgin Atlantic (www.VirginAtlantic.com)  
starts from £2,095 for Upper Class seating.

Flights from Lagos to Dubai include: Ethiopian Airlines  
(www.ethiopianairlines.com ) offers flights via Addis Ababa to Dubai  
from NGN239,429. 

Emirates Airline (www.emirates.com/Dubai) is set to expand its presence  
in Nigeria with the start of a daily linked service to Abuja and Kano  
from August 1, 2014. The announcement follows Emirates’ recent milestone  
of 10 years of successful operations to Lagos, to which the airline flies  
twice daily. 

Kenyan Airways (www.kenyan-airways.com) offer Business Premier World 
seating on direct flights from Lagos to Dubai from £1,896.80. 

DUBAI
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For bookings, call Emirates Holidays on 0700 0700 0700; e-mail:info@emiratesholidays.ng or contact your travel agent and ask for Emirates Holidays. 

Fill your holiday
     with sea and sunshine
From breathtaking coastlines to endless blue horizons, 
find the perfect place to soak up the fun. Emirates 
Holidays has amazing experiences designed just for you. 
Call 0700 0700 0700 to book now.

emiratesholidays.ng
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ALICE GIPPS

B
lessed are those who pursue their consuming passions not 
as hobbies in their spare time, but as their life’s work. Alice 
Gipps, 32, polo player and photographer, artist and polo 
bloodstock agent, is one of those.

She fondly recalls her childhood in rural Wales. When she 
was just 3, her mother, an avid horse-lover, presented her with a Shetland 
pony that she rode ever after. Meanwhile, her father bequeathed his 
passion for photography that saw her, from the age of 10, taking pictures 
of birds and farm animals.

 Winston Churchill once declared that a polo handicap was a passport 
to the world. Alice’s favorite camera, a Canon ID Mark 1V with 100-
400mm lens, was her passport into polo. Over the past 10 years, she has 

covered high-goal British and Argentine tournaments, English beach 
polo, snow polo at St Moritz, ladies’ elephant polo in India and other 
polo matches at every level, from New Mexico and Thailand to Dubai, 
Spain and Russia.

At school, she was equally drawn to art. Entering Cheltenham College, 
a boys’ school, which admitted girls to senior classes, she was introduced 
for the first time to school polo. Following matriculation, in what the 
British call their “gap year” before proceeding to university, in 2001 
she enrolled in an art history course, which included a guided tour of 
Rome, Florence and Venice, those most illustrious custodians of Europe’s 
artworks. Gipps’s gap year also saw her helping in the Royal Berkshire 
Polo Club polo school, and for the first time trying her hand at polo 

P H O T O G R A P H E R  L I V E S  H E R  PA S S I O N  F O R  P O L O
By Chris Asyton

photography. This caught the eye of Margie Brett, editor and publisher of 
Polo Times, Britain’s premier polo magazine.

Apart from Polo Times, her pictures have been published in the U.S. 
(including Polo Players Edition), in Argentina, in other British polo 
magazines and in newspapers and books such as Javier Bustinza’s “Polo 
Around the World” (2005), the late Hugh Dawnay’s “Playmaker Polo” 
(2004) and Horace Laffaye’s recent “Polo in Britain” (MacFarland & Co., 
2012). For Polo Times, she has also written occasional articles exploring 
themes like polo pony breeding, embryo transfers and bringing novice 
ponies into the game.

Though hunting, jumping, horse and car racing also figure in her 
action-photography repertoire, polo claims pride of place. As she tells it 
on her website, alicegipps.com, “The unpredictability of polo presents 
a challenge for new, exciting and unexpected images; mallets entwined, 
split-second connection of the ball, rippling muscles of the horses, players’ 
agility and skill. It not only takes skill, timing and a good composition to 
capture powerful polo images, but an essential requirement is an artistic 
eye and creative energy behind the lens, constantly scouting for a truly 
stunning image that captures movement, character, feeling and emotion.”

Mark well her words “an artistic eye and creative energy behind the 
lens.” Within the polo community, she commands respect as an action 
photographer paying tribute to the speed, danger, chaos and grace of  
the sport of princes. Yet as an art photographer she is equally committed 
to celebrating the beauty of the horse away from the polo field,  
whether grazing on the pampas, cantering or galloping over water, 
through dust, along abeach at sunset or in swirling snowflakes of snow 
polo at St Moritz.

Gipps has an eye behind the lens for small but compelling details: the 
gentle expression in the eye of a polo pony saddled and bridled for the 
next chukker; backlit droplets of water as a pony is hosed down after play; 
Argentine grooms leading a string of mounts from the pony lines. Her 
friendship with Argentine player-breeders like Eduardo Heguy and his 
wife Paz has led to invitations to their estancia, inspiring some of her best 
artistic (as distinct from action) images. On her website under the heading 
Polo Photography and Fine Art Equine Images, she offers for sale pictures 
of ponies, both high-speed action shots and photographic “art” images, 
starting from 30 (U.K.) pounds upwards for 10- x 12-inch print.

Do not suppose her contribution to polo is limited to pictures of the 
written word. With a 0-goal handicap, she has figured in ladies’ polo since 
2005, occasionally in Argentine as well as England. She cherishes especially 
the 2010 English season, when she secured a sponsor for the winning team 
(on which she played) for the Coworth Polo Club’s Ladies’ Tournament, 
and for the Cowdray Polo Club’s Ladies’ Tournament in which, again a 
member of the winning team, she was named Most Valuable Player.

Last year, drawing on all she has learned about polo breeding in England 
and Argentina, she set herself up as a consultant and commission agent 
between prospective clients seeking either to buy polo ponies for whatever 
level of the game, or to hire stallions to service mares whose progeny are 
intended for polo.

As to advising clients on stallions for hire, on polobloodstockagency.com 
she declares: “We offer progeny from proven bloodlines with the genetics 
to potentially reach the top level on the polo field [with] stallions for sale 
and services from proven Open bloodlines such as Polo Nevadito, Vasco 
Chamuyo, Polo Sol Puro, Gete Zorrino and Optimum.”

“Winston Churchill once declared that a polo handicap was a passport  
to the world. Alice’s favourite camera, a Canon ID Mark 1V with  

100-400mm lens, was her passport into polo.”
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ALICE GIPPS

The purpose of her consultancy, she explains, is “to find quality 
ponies in both the UK and Argentina, providing an easy, trustworthy 
source for potential buyers. Each horse is viewed and tried to ensure it is 
exceptional at its job before it is offered on the website... [We] provide a 
detailed description with photographs of each horse so buyers can see the 
conformation... a video of the horse schooling may also be available.  
We offer as much information as possible so buyers get a good impression 
of the horse before traveling to try it.”

In sum, polobloodstockagency.com is an on-line consultancy to save 
prospective clients time and expense. Other services to clients include 
representing them at bloodstock sales, advice on bloodstock matters,  
both polo and breeding, and assistance in arranging export, transportation 
and insurance.

“Hard work and commitment to horses has rewarded me with the 
position I find myself in today,” Gipps continues. “With over 10 years 
of involvement with polo, I’ve gained a great deal of experience, having 
played a variety of ponies, including several superb ponies who play the 
Argentine Open.”To her role as a polo bloodstock consultant, she brings 
her degree in equine science and 10 years given to polo, not only to playing 
and taking pictures but to learning about polo breeding.

“Returning to Argentina for the last nine years has given me great 
experience with young horses,” she continues. “For most of this time,  
I gained a lot of knowledge from a 6-goaler [Federico Teves], helping to 
produce some of the ponies in his current string and others that have gone 
on to play the high-goal. Over the last four years I’ve gained even more 
valuable experience at the estancia of Eduardo Heguy, one of the  
top breeders and players in Argentina.”
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POLO DIRECTORY

THE EUROPEAN  
POLO CLUB DIRECTORY

There are about 150 standard polo clubs in twenty polo 
playing European countries affiliated to their National 
Associations. Some clubs are as old as a hundred years  
or more. Although the English imported the game into 
Europe from Asia, it is France which has the largest  
number of functioning clubs. England is closely behind  
with Germany weighting in third. But all that the heavy 
hitters have are bragging rights because some of the less 
endowed countries have clubs with significant presence  
on the world polo calendar.

Guards may be the most distinguished of clubs primarily 
because of its strong royal links, but it is Cowdary Park 
that hosts the British Open, one of Polo’s three Grand Slam 
events. The other top two tournaments are the Argentine  
US Opens respectively. 

The English clubs Cowdary, Guards, Cirencester and  
Royal Berkshire are venues for seven of the world’s top  
30 tournaments. Deauville, Chantilly and St. Tropez  
combine to make France the second most popular  
grand prix polo destination in Europe. 

Spain boasts a modest eight clubs but its sole entry on  
the International polo schedule is one of the biggest draws 
for the world’s biggest players, patrons and sponsors:  
The Santa Maria Polo Club, Sotogrande.

Despite its sizeable number of clubs, Germany is yet to 
register big on the tour, but Switzerland, with only four  
clubs, has St Moritz and Gstaad hosting two of the 
most attractive events in world polo with St. Moritz the 
undisputed capital snow polo.

AUSTRIA

1.  Union Polo Club, Laundorf Ebreichsdorf  
Tel: 43 4213 32140 Email: office@dienstgut.com;   
website: www.dienstlgut.com 

2. Schlog Polo Club
Tel: 445 2254 72368; Email: secretariat.drasche@aon.at 

BELGIUM

1. La Chatta Polo Club, Koningshooikt
Tel: 32 478 88 1091 Email: info@lachatta.be; www.lachatta.be

2. Antwerp Polo Club
Tel: 32 3665 1675; Email: Turnhout antwerppoloclub@hotmail.be

3. Bossenstein Golf & Polo, Broeckem 
Tel: 32 03 485 6446. www.bossenstein.be

ENGLAND

1. Ascot Park Polo Club, Surrey
 Tel: +44 1276858545; email: www.polo.co.uk

2. Beaufort Polo Club, Gloucestershire 
Tel: + 441666 880510; email:  enquiries@beaufortpoloclub.co.uk,  
www.beaufortpoloclub.co.uk

3. Beverly Polo Club, East Yorkshire 
Tel: + 44 1964 544455; email: info@beverlypoloclub.co.uk, www.
beverlypoloclub.co.uk

4. Binfield Heath Polo Club, Oxon
Tel:  07792 211259 / 07817 05871; email: bhpcmanager@gmail.com

5. Cambridge & Newmarket Polo Club, Cambridgeshire
Tel: + 44 1638 572030; email: aes3@cam.ac.uk;  www.cnpc.org.uk6. 
Cheshire Polo Club, Cheshire

Tel: 01270 611100; email: info@cheshirepoloclub.co.uk

7. Cirencester Park  Polo, Gloucestershire
Tel: +44 1885 65 3225; email:  info@cirencester.co.uk;   
www.cirencesterpolo.co.uk

8. Cowdary Park Polo Club, West Essex 
Tel: 01730 813257; email: enquiries@cowdraypolo.co.uk

9. Coworth Park Polo Club, Sunninghill, Ascot, Berkshire
Tel: 01344875155; email: enquiiries@thepolocentree.com

10. Edgeworth Polo Club, Gloucestershire
Tel: + 44 1285 821 695; email: edgeworthpolo@gmail.com

11. Epsom Polo Club, Surrey
Tel: +44 1372 749 490; email: epsompoloclub@hotmail.com;  
www.epsompoloclub.co.uk

12. FHM Polo Club, West Essex
Tel: + 44 7778 436 468; email: francis@fhmpolo.co.uk;  
www.Fhmpolo.co.uk

13. Guards Polo Club, Surrey
Tel: +44 1748 434 212; email: administration@guardspoloclub.com;  
www.Guardspoloclub.com

14. Ham Polo Club, Surrey
Tel: +44 20 8334 0000; email:  administrator@hampoloclub.com;  
www.hampoloclub.com

15. Heathfield Polo Club, Oxon
Tel: 01869351111; email: info@heathfiueldpark.com

16. Hurtwood Park Polo Club, Surrey
Tel: +44 1438 272  828; Hurtwood Park@btconnect.com;   
www.HurtwoodParkpolo.co.uk

17. Inglesham Polo, Centre Wiltshire
Tel: +44 1367 253939; email: polo@Inglesham-Polo-demon.co.uk;   
www.Inglesham-Polo-demon.co.uk 

18. Kirtlington Park Polo Club, Oxon
Tel: +44 1869 350138; email: kirtlington@aol.com;   
www.kirtlingtonpolo.com

19. Knepp Castle Polo Club, Sussex
Tel: 07920 023639; email: info@aspectpolo.co.uk;  
www. aspectpolo.co.uk

20. Light Dragoons Polo Club, Norfolk
Tel:01362 627852; www.lightdragoons.com

21. New Forest Polo Club, Hampshire
Tel: +44 1425 473359; email: derekval@waitrose.com;   
www.newforestpoloclub.co.uk

22. Orchard Polo Club, Dorset
Tel: 01258 471000; www.orchardpoloclub.com

23. Royal County of Berkshire Polo Club
Tel: +44 1344 890060; email: info@rcbpoloclub.com;  
www.rcbpoloclub.com

24. Royal Leamington, Spa, Warwickshire
Tel: 01926 812409; email: info@rtspoloclub.com; www.rtspoloclub.com 

25. RMA Sandhurst Polo Club, Surrey
Tel: 01276 412276; email: dentonsyard@maspolo.com;  
www.maspolo.com 

26. Rugby Polo Club, Warwickshire 
Tel: +44 1788 817724; email: rugbypoloclub@btconnect.com;  
www.rugbypoloclub.com27. Rutland Polo Club, Leicestershire

Tel: +44 1572 770747; email: bls400@hotmail.com;  
www.rutlandpoloclub.co.uk

28. Sussex Polo Club, West Sussex
Tel: +44 1342 714920; email: info@sussexpolo.co.uk

29. Taunton Vale Polo Club, Somerset
Tel: +44 1823 480460; email: nhs@nhs.supanet.com;   
www.tauntonvalepolo.co.uk

30. Tidworth Polo Club, Hampshire
Tel: +44 1980 846705; email: tidpolo@aol.com; www.tidworthpolo.com

31. Toulston Polo Club, Yorkshire
Tel: 01422 372529; INFO@TOULSTONPOLOCLUB.COM

32. West Somerset Polo Club, Somerset
Tel: 01398 341515; email: anne@eswoprthycottage.orangehome.co.uk

33. West Wycombe Park Polo Club Buckinghamshire 
Tel: +44 1494 449 187;  
email: WestWycombeParkPoloClub.freeserve.co.uk

34. Hertfordshire Polo Club, Woolmers Park
Tel: + 44 01707 256023; email:polo@herts.co.uk

FINLAND

1. Hyvinkaa Polo Club, Hyyppara 
Tel: 358 19 485 521; email: mika.lindroos@finnishpolo.org

FRANCE

1. Aix-Pertuis Polo Club, Pertuis 
Tel: 06 67 73 37 53;. email: joelle.eynard.yahh.fr.   
www.polo-france-aixpert.com

2. Alpilles Polo Club, Saint Andiol
Tel:  06 86 58 83 58 / 06 89 60 32 7; Mail: polosud@orange.fr  
www.alpillespoloclub.fr

3. Armor Polo Club, La Foret Fouesnant 
Tel: 0689989236; www.polo-chefdubois.fr

4. Brennus Polo Club, Thorigne Sur Oreuse
Tel:  06 23 85 83 51; Mail: contact@brennus-polo-club.fr  
www.brennus-polo-club.fr

5. Brittany Polo Club, Guerande
Tel:  02-40-62-02-64; Mail: info@brittanypoloclub.com  
www.brittanypoloclub.com

6. Calvados Polo Club, Calvados
Tel : 02 31 31 19 85; 06 08 30 76 10; (mobile) 
E-mail : calvadospoloclub@f ree.fr

7. Congor Polo Club, Guerande
Tel: 33 [0]2 40 62 02 64; mob: 068142  
Email: mfdarritchon@fibertel.com.ar

8. Deauville International Polo Club
Tel: 33 0 231 88  26 68; Mail: Deauville@pololine.com;  
www.deauvillepoloclub.com



9. Doyac Polo Club, Saint Seurin de Cardoune
Tél. : 05 56 59 34 49; Mail: chateau.doyac@wanadoo.fr;   
www.chateaudoyac.fr/news/7/news.html

10. La Grange-Martin Polo Club
Tel: 01-69-07-51-10; Mail: lagrangemartin@aol.com  
www.grangemartin.com

11. Latino Polo Club, Vauville 
Tel: 02 31 39 20 85; Mail: latinopoloclub@yahoo.fr12. Le Chateau Polo 
Club, Brinay

Tél. : 02-48-51-39-47; Mail: chateaudelabrosse@sfr.fr  
www.chateaudelabrosse.unblog.fr

13. Mariana Polo Club, Morsang,  
Président Paul Pinto; Tel: 06 12 38 17 86; Email: contact@lamariana.org 

14. Medoc Polo Club, Vendays-Montalivet
Tél. : 06-77-81-88-71; Mail : medocpolo@gmail.com  
www.medocpoloclub.com

15.Morsang Polo Club, Longvilliers, Tel: 0164 59 15 06

16. Passion Polo Club, Montigne Les Raines
Tél. : 02-41-90-14-80; Mail: alibert.nc49@gmail.com;  
www.passionpoloclub.fr

17. Polo Club Biarritz Pays-Basque, Arbonne
Tel: 06-64-19-82-82; Mail: contact@biarritzpoloclub.com  
www.biarritzpoloclub.com

18. Polo Club de La Moinerie, Saint Arnoult Enyvelines
Tel:  01-42-21-11-80; Mail : poloclublamoinerie@gmail.com  
www.poloclublamoinerie.com

19. Polo Club de Plaisance, Villemurlin 
Tel:  02-38-36-43-69; Mail: reine. jpierre@wanadoo.fr  
http://plaisancepoloclub.free.fr

20. Polo Club de Touraine 
Tel:  02-47-92-77-65; Mail: secretariat@polo-touraine.com  
www.polo-touraine.com

21. Polo Club des Tostes, Bonneville La Louvet 
Tel: 06 88 18 14 63; Mail: bastien.mestrallet@morsangliere.fr  
www.fermedestostes.com

22. Polo Club du Bouloy, Villemurlin 
Tel: 02-38-36-48-70; Mail: lebouloy@orange.fr www.poloclubdubouloy.fr

23. Polo Club du Domaine de Chantilly
Tel:  03-44-64-04-3; Mail: secretariat@poloclubchantilly.com; 
www.poloclubchantilly.com

24. Polo Club du Pays de Fontainebleau
Tel:  01 64 78 34 76; Mail: anelise.reinbold@live.fr  
www.polodefontainebleau.blogspirit.com

25. Polo de Paris
Tel: 01-44-14-10-00; Mail: @polodeparis.com

26. Polo Porte des Sables, Calais 
Tel: 06-14-01-90-99; Mail: th.vasseur@wanadoo.fr;  
www.poloportedessables.fr/

27. Riviera Polo Club, Montauroux Domaine de Pijaubert
Tel: +33(0)668660547 Mail: info@riviera-polo-club.fr Alexia Pike 

28. Saint-Tropez Polo Club
Tel:  04-94-55-22-12; Mail: contact@polo-st-tropez.com   
www.polo-st-tropez.com

29. San Marco Polo Club, Montpellier San marco
Tel: 06 99 65 42 40; Mail: contact@montpellierpolo.com  
www.montpellierpolo.com

30. Touquet Polo Club, Le Touquet Paris Plage.
Tel:  06-07-52-18-09; email:contact@touquetpolo.com;     
www.touquetpolo.com

GERMANY
1. Berlin Brandenburg Polo Club
Tel 030 - 802 70 68 email: info@berlin-polo.de; www.berlin-polo.de

2. Berliner Polo Club 
Bergmannstr. 3, 14163 Berlin, Tel. 030 - 84 10 87 20;  
Mobil 0172 - 393 91 78; Email: info@berliner-polo-club.de

3. Mecklenburger Polo club 
Tel. 039957 – 21177; email: hamaltzahn@aol.com 

4. Polo Club Heiligendamm
Tel: 038203 – 77439; Fax: 038203 – 77004;  
email: horst.schuessler@t-online.de 

5. Norddeutscher Polo Club, Hamburg
Tel. 040 511 64 41; Fax 040 511 34 86; www.hamburgerpologestuet.de
email: thomas.winter@pologestuet.de

6. Hamburg Polo Club 
Tel: 040 82 06 81; email: secretariat@hamburger-polo-club-de

7. Timmendorfer Polo Club
Tel. 0160-93 38 67 06; email: as@polo-timmendorfer-strand.de;  
www.polo-timmendorfer-strand.de

8. Schleswig-Holstein Polo Club
Tel: 04123 - 92 29 0; Fax: 04123 - 92 29 20; email: info@Polo-Academy.de

9. Sylt Polo Club
Tel. 040 830 38 70; Fax 040 830 38 30; email: info@polosylt.de;  
info@PoloMasters.de

10. Niederrheinischer Polo-Club 
 Tel. 02801-2091; email: kontakt@gestuet-ullenboomshof.de

11. Frankfurt Polo Club 
Tel: 0611 - 52 28 41; e-mail: FrankfurterPoloclub@t-online.de 
www.frankfurterpoloclub.de; twitter: www.twitter.com/frankfurterpolo 

12. Stuttgart Polo Club 
Tel. 0711 - 60 86 37 &  0711 - 649 24 54;  
email: info@polo-club-stuttgart.de, www.polo-club-stuttgart.de 

13. Chiemsee Polo Club, Ising
Tel. 08667/ 79-0 email: w.niederberger@murschhauser.de;  
www.chiemseepolo.de

14. Polo Club Bayern
Tel. 089/ 361 58 87; Fax 089 36 31 81; email: info@poloclub-bayern.de
www.poloclub-bayern.de

15. Bavaria Polo Club
Tel: 089 384 760 29; Fax 089 384 760 31; email: wolf.jage@gmx.de;  
www.bavaria-polo-club.de

16. Landsberg-Ammersee Polo Club
Tel. 0173 - 36 55 325; Fax: 08194 - 93 20 82;  
email: info@polo-landsberg.de

17. Franken Polo Club
Tel. 0911  230 820; Fax 0911  204 370; email: dr.huehnlein@t-online.de  

GREECE

1. Athens Biding Polo Club
Tel: 30 1940 90000; email; papan180@aol.com

2. Pegasus Polo Club, Koropi 
Tel: 30 291 22067; email: pegasuspolo@hotmail.com

HOLLAND

1. DTZ Polo Club, Bergseweg
28, 3633 AK Vreeland, dtz@polo.nl

2. Polo Club Deuverden, Donkeresteeg 
Tel: 070 3249650

3. The Dutch Polo and Country Club
Tel: 31 343 52 1795; email: dpcc@polo.nl; 

4. Wassenaar Polo Club, Waalsdorperlaan
Tel: 070 3249650; www.poloclubwaenaar.nl

5. Deuverden Polo Club, Putten
Tel: 06-23054348; email: info@poloclubdeuverden.nl

HUNGARY

1. La Estancia Polo Club, Budapest
Tel: 36 209 914 121; email u.zimmermann@interware.hu

2. Budapest Polo Club 
Tel: 36 30 941 6679, email: u.zimmermann@interware.hu

IRELAND 

1. All  Ireland Polo Club, Phoenix Park, Dublin 
Tel: 00 353 1 677 6248; email: polo@allirelandpoloclub.com 

2. Wicklow Polo Club
Tel: 00 353 404 67164; Mobile: 00 353 87 2869691;  
Fax: 00 353 404 67363, Email: siobhan@polowicklow.com

3. Moyne Polo Club, County Laois
Tel: 00 353 502 36135; Fax: 00 353 502 36282

4. Waterford Polo Club
Tel: 00353 51 647908; Fax: 00 353 51 647477; Email: eurocabs@indigo.ie

5. Limerick Equestrian and Polo Centre
Tel: +353 61 320292 or 087 2254734; Email: limerickpolo@eircom.net

6. Northern Ireland Polo Club, Tandragee Castle, County Armagh, 
Tel/Fax: 028 3884 1100; Email: shutchinson@tayto.com

7. Brannockstown Polo Club, County Kildare
Phone: 00 353 (0)45 483 708; Email: polo@brannockstownpoloclub.com

8. Bunclody Polo Club,  County Wexfrod
Tel/Fax: 087 6605917; Email: rhogg@eircom.net

9. Border Reivers Polo Club, Pittlesheugh, Berwickshire.
Tel: 01890 840 777 or 07764 960 054

ITALY

1. La Fiorina Polo Club, Verona 
Tel: +39 348 883 4324; + 39 348 883 4323;  email: info@lafiorina.com; 
www.lafiorina.com

2. La Ginevra Polo Club
Tel: +39 0690 85320; Email: laginevrapoloclub@tiscalinet.it

3. Ambrosiano Polo Club :Poncia,
Tel: +39 342 0574772 /email: info@lanuovaponcia.it;   
www.lanuovaponcia.it

4. Argentario Polo Club: Tuscany, 
Tel:  00 39 331 7910101; email: info@argentariopoloclub;  
www.argentariopoloclub.com

5. Acquedetto Polo Club Rome: 
Tel: 06.9476830 or 335.372427;  
email: max@acquedottoromanopoloclub.com 
www.acquedottoromanopoloclub.com

5. Asso.Punta Ala Equitazione: Tel +39 0577 33392

6. Firenze Polo Club:
Tel: 00 39 3487 82 19 18; email: segretaria@firenzepoloclub.it;  
www.firenzepoloclub.it

7. Ginevra Polo Club, Riano
Tel:  00 39 0690 85 320;email: laginevrapoloclub@tiscali.it

8. Milano Polo Club  Mesero
Tel: 00 39 0297 28 92 92; email:milanopolo@tiscali.it;  
http://www.milanopolo.com/

9. Roma Polo Club: 
Tel: 00 39 06 807 09 07; email: romapolo@tin.it;  
http://www.romapoloclub.it/index.html

10. Villa Sesta Polo Club: 
Tel: 00 39 055 99 82 42; email: info@villasestapoloclub.com; 
www.poloclubvillaasesta.com/demo/index.php

MALTA 

1. Malta Polo Club, San Guam, Tel: 356 79 476 491; info@maltapolo.com

PORTUGAL

1. Polo Estancia Santo Estavao
Tel:  351 63 949 634 info@poloestancia.com; www.poloestancia.comt

SAN MARINO

1. Titano Polo Club, Tel: 378 990 454 email:editano@omniway.sm

SCOTLAND 

1. Dundee and Pert Polo Club, Pertshire, Tel: 07831 365 194

2. Edinburgh Polo Club, Mid Lothiam
Tel: 131 449 66965, jdpolo@tinyonline.co.uk,  
www.eteamz.com/edinburghpolo

SPAIN

1. Andés Polo Club, Tel: 34 676097374; Email, Andés Navia 33700, 

2. Club de Campo Villa de Madrid,
Tel: 357.21.32, Tel: 91 550 20 10; Fax: 915 50 20 31;  
www.clubvillademadrid.com

3. Club de Polo Cal Picasal-- Barcelona, Tel: 93-478.23.46.

4. Club de Polo de Mallorca y Baleares,
Email: info@poloclubmallorca.com; www.poloclubmallorca.com

5. Club de Polo Santa Antoni De Viladrau, Barcelona.
Tel. +34 607 557 288 Email: info@santantonipoloclub.com 

6. Club de Polo Soto Mozanaque, Tel: 91 350 16 62 - 28.036 

7. Polo del Sol, Finca Burlanguilla, Cádiz, Spain,
Tel: +34 856030042 Mobile: +34 60003694,  

8. Real Club de Polo de Barcelona, Tel: 93-402.93.00. 

9. Real Club de la Puerta de Hierro, Madrid, Tel: 316 - 17 45 28 035 

10. Ampurdan Polo Club,
Tel. +34 639 548 69; www.clubdepoloampurdan.com

11. Real Club de la Puerta de Hierro, www.rcphierro.com

12. Soto Mozanaque Polo Club, Madrid, Tel: 91 350 16 62 - 28.036 

13. Santa Maria Polo Club, Sotogrande 
Tel. +34 956 610 012 - Fax +34 956 610 132;  
Mail; info@santamariapoloclub.com

SWEDEN

1. Almare Starket Polo and Country Club, Kungsangem 
Tel:  0708 583 530 email: irene.seth@almare.se

SWITZERLAND

1. Geneva Polo Club,
Tél: +41 791019638 Mail : info@genevapoloclub.com; www.
genevapoloclub.com

2. Bern Polo Club, Rubigen 
Tel:  + 41 31 721 36 30 Mobile: +41 79 946 55 44 mail;info@polobern.ch

3. Gstaad Polo Cub, Tel: +41 33 744 07 40 Mail info@pologstaad.ch

4. St. Moritz Polo, Tel. +41 81 839 92 92 · Fax +4181 839 92 00;  
E-Mail: info@polostmoritz.ch

WALES

1. Monmouthshire Polo Club, Lower Machen, Tel: 01633 441322
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Who’s  
reading  
Fifth Chukker...

W
ith an ever-growing distributing network spanning 
international hotels and polo clubs to private jets,  
Fifth Chukker Magazine reaches more than 
500,000 readers.

Its pages reveal the lifestyle and spending 
habits of international polo players and provide an unparallel 
opportunity for brands to connect with this elite world.

For further information on how to promote your brand 
and become part of the Fifth Chukker story please contact 
us directly on info@fifthchukker.com

FIFTH CHUKKER READERS



Ajah, Lekki Peninsular, Lagos, Nigeria

E S T A T E

To arrange a private viewing call: T: +234 -1- 461 7330-2  /  271 3543   M: +234 (0)708 999 7754 
E: info@royalgardenslagos.com   See our ‘360 Virtual Tour’ at: www.royalgardenslagos.com

Are you seeking the ultimate in luxury living? Look no further than Royal Gardens Estate. Modern homes 

with top class amenities and optimum levels of privacy await you. All carefully designed for the discerning buyer, 

this exclusive gated development provides the relaxed, secure and sophisticated lifestyle you desire. 

A T  H O M E  W I T H  S E R E N I T Y . .

Trojan Estates Limited, Plot 45, Block 72, Dr. Ladi Alakija Avenue, Babatope Bejide Crescent, Lekki, Scheme 1, Lagos

Exquisite 
by N A T U R E
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ADVERT

We are improving our services
Nous améliorons nos services

With our new look, we are committed to being more 
responsive in serving you better in more refreshing and 
diverse ways that promises to keep you coming back for 
a superior retail experience in MRS Stations.

We are poised to deliver to you, family, friends and 
your vehicles; our unparalleled hospitality that is the 
hallmark of our existence as you drive up our forecourt.

Avec notre nouveau visage, nous nous engageons à être 
plus sensible à vos demandes et améliorer nos services 
de vente au détail afi n de faire de votre expérience et 
visite dans les stations MRS une action récurrente, 
rafraichissante et varié.
Nous sommes prêts à offrir, à vous, votre famille, 
vos amis et ainsi qu’à vos véhicules, et ce dès votre 
arrivée dans nos stations, nôtre hospitalité renommée qui 
représente la marque de fabrique de notre compagnie.

HEAD OFFICE / SIÈGE SOCIAL: Plot 2, Tincan Island Port Road, Apapa, Lagos, Nigeria  Tel: +234-1-07419000  www.mrsholdings.com

NIGERIA | BENIN | CAMEROUN | COTE D’IVIORE | GHANA | GUINEA | SENEGAL | TOGO | SWITZERLAND

Strength of the stallion
La Puissance D’un Etalon
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EFG is the marketing name for EFG International and its subsidiaries. EFG International’s global private banking network includes offices in Zurich, Geneva, London, 
Channel Islands, Luxembourg, Monaco, Madrid, Hong Kong, Singapore, Shanghai, Taipei, Miami, Nassau, Bogotá and Montevideo. www.efginternational.com

Proud sponsors of: 
EFG Aravali Team, UK High Goal
Veuve Clicquot Gold Cup
40 Goal Challenge, Palm Beach
RMA Sandhurst Polo
Cambridge University Polo
University of St Andrews Polo
Veytay Masters, Switzerland
Haryana Polo Club, Delhi
Thai Polo Open
Kakira Nile Polo Club
Copa Desafío, Punta del Este

The private bank for polo

   

 facebook.com/EFGInternational
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www.imagesofpolo.com

Practitioners of the craft of private banking


